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Résumé
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PART ONE: EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. INTRODUCTION

The Multidetector Array for Reaction Studies (MARS) will be a

device, with performance unmatched elsewhere in the world, for the

study of heavy-ion reaction mechanisms. It will exploit beams from

the new superconducting cyclotron at Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories

in studies of heavy-ion reaction dynamics and the properties of

excited nuclear matter. Existing collaborations between University

and AF,CL physicists have led to the initiation of this proposal. The

construction, commissioning and initial operation of the device will

be by research groups from the Universite Laval, the University of

Toronto, and Chalk River. A McGill University group will participate

in detector development and testing as well as in experiments. MARS

will he a world-class facility in nuclear physics, and will be

available for use by all qualified investigators.

The costs of the facility would be shared equally by the Natural

Sciences and Engineering Research Council (NSERC) and AECL, in an

arrangement which furthers the mandates of both organizations and

strengthens the relationship between the Universities and the

National Laboratory functions of the federal crown corporation.

Part I of this proposal gives brief summaries of the scientific

justification and the technical specifications, which are discussed

in detail in Parts II and III, respectively. Part I also treats

various administrative, logistical, and financial matters.
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2. HIGHLIGHTS OF THE SCIENTIFIC JUSTIFICATION

Most of the observed mass of our universe, from the very dense

material of neutron stars to the dilute gases of space, is comprised

of nuclear rriatter. Despite the wide range of temperature and

densities in which it can exist, nuclear matter has traditionally

boon studied in its terrestrially most abundant form, the atomic

nucleus. The nucleus is a specific and limited manifestation of

nuclear matter: a cold, equilibrated system of a few hundred

nucleons or less, approximately constant in density and

proton-to-neutron ratio. Even when prepared by a heavy-ion collision

from the previous generation of accelerators (beam energies typically

less than 10 MeV per nucleon), a nuclear system generally has

"normal" density and only a few MeV of excitation energy per nucleon

(low temperature). Thermal equilibration of the system is fast

compared with the collision time, and its behavior can be well

characterized by a mean field. High energy collisions, on the other

hand, are dominated by the nucleon-nucleon interaction: a projectile

ion behaves like a collection of protons and neutrons, each

interacting independently with the protons and neutrons of the

target.

The range of energies available from TASCC (10-50 MeV/u) allows

us to bridge the gap between mean field and nucleon-nucleon

phenomena. Recent results from a number of new accelerators in the

United States and France indicate that this transitional energy range

does indeed contain fundamental thresholds in nuclear behavior. For

example, the velocity of "sound" in nuclear matter corresponds to

15-20 MeV/u, and the Fermi energy of nucleons in a nucleus lies at
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30-40 MeV. Exceeding the former value permits the creation of

density and temperature variations; exceeding the latter triggers a

substantial change in the number of available states, with profound

implications for the subsequent opacity of the nucleus to incident

nucleons.

Topics currently of interest world-wide include nuclear

transparency, projectile fragmentation, onset of multifragmentation,

localized high temperature sources, jets, limits to momentum

transfer, limits to excitation energy, entropy production, explosive

events, "subthreshold" pion production, and many other phenomena

which the array proposed herein will allow us to address. In our

discussion we concentrate on two general reaction categories: (i)

peripheral processes, in which nuclei collide at large impact

parameters, and (ii) central processes, in which the nuclei collide

head-on.

Peripheral collisions are of particular interest when the

projectile's speed is in the region of the nuclear sound velocity.

The interaction time of the collision is then on the order of the

time a disturbance takes to propagate across a nucleus. This limits

thermal equilibration and the reactions evolve, with increasing beam

energy, to fit the participant/spectator picture with three

independent velocity components: one target-like, one

projoctile-like, and one corresponding to the interaction region.

What are the stages of this evolution from equilibrated systems to

.separated sources, and by what influences is it driven? Uhen a

projectile-like component is clearly defined it often appears to
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cone from a simple or multiple breakup of the beam ion into

fragments. Instances of excitation followed by equilibrium decay of

the projectile remote from the target have been identified; are there

also dynamical processes during the projectile-target interaction

time that lea.', to a "prompt" fragmentation?

Central collisions deposit the largest amount of energy into the

nuclear system and produce the highest temperatures in this energy

range. They are therefore the most interesting for studying the

properties of nuclear matter. There are many approaches to the

question of how a system holds this excitation. They include

searches for the onset of mult ifragmentation, exploration of the

thernodynamic picture (gas/liquid phases, T c ) , and tests of the

limits to momentum transfer and excitation energy. The region of

temperatures and pressures at which a piece of nuclear matter begins

to disintegrate has not yet been mapped experimentally, and

experiments to determine the cause of the breakup have so far been

inconclusive. The reason for this situation to date has essentially

been the lack of instrumentation to determine simultaneously the

multiplicity, mass distributions, excitation energy and source

velocities on an event-by-event basis. The instrument proposed here

addresses such issues explicitly. It has been designed expressly to

answer questions concerning transitional energy reaction dynamics and

properties of excited nuclear matter, but It will also be valuable in

a variety of other studies, from investigations of equilibrium

phenomena to measurements of production mechanisms for high-energy

quanta. At present, TASCC has no major facility to perform such

experiments.
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In broader terms, the physics probed by intermediate-energy

heavy-ion collisions is fundamental to our understanding of the

cosmos. It is well within the resources of Canadian science to play

a leading role in this area of research. The largest step,

construction of a suitable heavy-ion accelerator, has already been

taken; all that remains is to assure its prompt and effective

I'KploLt3iion with the appropriate experimental facility.

3. PROPOSED FACILITY

"ecause most of the energy and most of the kinematic information

concerning the reaction are carried by the charged reaction products,

light and heavy ions, a system of charged particle detectors was

des• ('ned. In order to identify the reaction products as well as

measure their energy, these detectors are operated as uE-E

telescopes. A heavy projectile brings a great deal of linear

momentum into the collision, causing most reaction products to travel

forward. Therefore, the detection system is located at forward

angles, and is centered on the direction of the beam. Furthermore,

in order to miss as few components as possible in any collision, the

•iptectors are closely packed, with a minimum of inactive space

between them. This, together with a desire for high counting rate

capability, low cost, reliability, ease of operation, and a

resistance to radiation damage, leads to the choice of scintillation

counters as the main detector elements.

\ few principles outlined above already determine the essential

form of MARS. Refinement of the design in the face of additional

requirements and considerations involved a complex set of tradeoffs
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based on physios priorities; this is discussed in Part Til of the

proposal. Here we will simply list the properties of the array and

its vacuum vessel-

The vacuum chamber is a horizontal-axis steel cylinder, 3 n in

diameter by 1.7 n in length. It has a steel table inside, for

mounting detectors and targets, which is supported independently of

the chamber walls, since these suffer some deformation under vacuum.

The operating pressure is 1 x 10~5 torr. The array consists of 128

plastic scintillator detectors, mounted in a "bull's eye" geometry of

eight rings having 16 detectors each. The two innermost rings are

si in pi i? transmission detectors, while the remaining 96 detectors are

..\F,-K telescopes, each viewed from behind by a single photomultiplier

tube in a phoswich arrangement. The array is positioned 2 m from the

target and covers a cone of 38° half-angle, with a central 2° opening

to accommodate the exiting beam. It can also be operated at smaller

distances, e.g. 1 m from the target, for an increase in efficiency at

a corresponding loss in granularity. An artist's view of MARS is

shown in Figure 1.

A comparison with detector arrays addressing similar physics at

other laboratories with access to "Fermi-energy" beams is in order.

Of these, the Plastic Wall at GANIL is the oldest. It has 96 plastic

scintillators of the AE type, which means that element identification

must be done by /\E-time-of-f light techniques. That facility has

recently been retrofitted with the "Barrel" (plastic scintillator

strips for light ion detection) and "DELF" (gas-filled detectors for

heavier ions) which cover much of the remaining sphere. AMPHORA, at

the accelerator SARA, is a more integrated array. It covers R4% of

4TT steradians with 140 plastic/Cs! phoswich detectors. Finally, the
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Figure 1. Artist's conception of the Multidetector Array for Reaction
Studies (MARS), showing a cutaway of the vacuum chamber to expose the
detector array and support hardware. Two auxiliary detectors are shown,
though they do not form part of this proposal; neither their supoorts
nor those for the target ladder are shown in this illustration.
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Michigan State 4;t Array covers a similar fraction of a sphere with 30

gas-filled detectors backed by 170 plastic phoswich telescopes, but

has no forward wall. The MSU and SARA arrays are both in the

commissioning stages.

None of these arrays is better suited to projectile

fragmentation work than that proposed here. The GANT.L array has

similar granularity, but Inferior identification; AMPHORA has good

Identification, but only 43 detectors in the forward wall; and MS'!

has no forward array. For central collisions, MARS offers about 75%

efficiency for light ions when positioned at 1 in target distance,

'•/hi.r-.h is somewhat lower than the French and American facilities.

?!ov;ever, our design provides isotope resolution for light ions,

unlike the Barrel/Wall; it provides room in the area around the

larget for installation of auxiliary counters such as gas-filled

• 1iM.er.tors for heavy fragments, unlike the very compact geometry of

AMPHORA, and it provides an efficient anticoincidence filter for

projectile-like fragments, unlike the MSU array. Thus, the proposed

• icr-iy would he unmatched for studies of peripheral collisions and a

n.i jor contender in the field of central collision physics.

'"he proponents of MARS view a large vacuum vessel with a forward

arrav as a minimum basis for successful entry into this field at the

international level. Therefore, the design provides both the space

and the mechanical foundation to enhance the capability should future

devdopments demand. One possible development could be in the

.! i r-'-ei: i on of full 4 it coverage for a broad dynamic range of charged

particles. Other options include large-area avalanche counters or

deep ion chambers. In any event, the immediate aim is to exploit

fully i-h(! '••xtremely competitive device described in these pages.
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4. PROPOSED RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

The research programs planned by the users of MARS have largely

determined the following array characteristics, listed as design

goals in section 3.1:

- High efficiency for detecting products from both peripheral

and central collisions.

- High granularity to avoid double hits in high-multiplicity

events and to maximize event rate by reducing pileup.

- Good detector response (low thresholds, high element and

energy resolution, identification of neutrons).

- Long (2 m) flight path for time-of-flight resolution.

- Fast decision capability to permit use of the array as an

event tag.

- Compatibility with auxiliary detector systems.

A number of research activities are listed below in outline

form. These represent the interests to date of the presently

identified major users. They are, of course, subject to change as

new developments arise or new collaborators appear. Items I and 2

are expected to form the scientific core of the collaboration's work

over the next few years. These require the full capability of the

array. Items 3-5 require MARS as an event selector and a coincidence

detector in order to define the reaction channel and improve on

earlier, inclusive measurements.

1. Activity: Study dynamics of projectile fragmentation

[the impact of the array on this field is

given in Section 3 of Part IT].
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fieasurements:

Object:

2. Activity:

Measurements:

Objectives:

3. Activity:

Measurements:

fragment nssses, energies, multiplicities,

angular correlations, crystal blocking

patterns.

Source properties (sizes, velocities,

excitation, decay modes, lifetimes).

Competition between nucleon-nucleon and mean

field effects.

Reaction trajectories (dependence on beam

energy and mass asymmetry).

Study fragments from central collisions

fthe impact of the array on this field is given

in Section 4 of Part IT].

Fragment masses, energies, multiplicities, and

correlations in mass and energy; neutron yields

and spectra.

Source properties (velocities, excitation,

decay modes).

Response of nuclear matter to high excitation,

thermodynamic properties.

Limits to excitation before multifragmentation.

Use "nuclear interferometry" techniques.

[the impact of the array on this field is given

in Section h of Part II].

Small-angle, light-ion correlations in

auxiliary detector lattice.

Event tag by multiplicity, ion types, hit

pattern in large array.
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4. Activity:

Measurements:

Objectives: Size, temperature, lifetime of emitting

region. Evolution of localization phenomena,

duration.

Detect subthreshold pions in coincidence with

remainder of nuclear system

[the impact of the array on this field is given

in Section 5.1 of Part TT].

Detect pion production cross sections and

energy spectra in specialized counter, detect

coincident particles in array (energies,

masses, angles).

Identify mechanism for coherent pion

production.

Study total cross sections and reaction cross

sections for heavy-ion collisions

[the impact of the array on this field is given

in Section 5.2 of Part IT].

Rlastic and inelastic scattering angular

distributions, beam attenuation measurements

(long flight path in chamber for TOF

discrimination and more complete anticoin-

cidence in array).

Objectives: Reaction cross sections, transparency.

Competition of quasifree scattering with mean

field effects.

Objectives:

5. Activity:

Measurements:
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Clearly, the five research programs listed here represent only a

fraction of the potential scientific impact of this device. A more

detailed exposition of the array's potenti.il for new and exciting

research may be found in Part IT. of this proposal.

5. LOCATION

The detector array will be installed at TA.SCC, the Tandem

Accelerator and Superconducting Cyclotron complex recently built at

Chalk River. The designers of the beam transport and experimental

areas have reserved a target room for a reaction facility, as

indicated by the location of the large scattering chamber in Figure

2. This particular location was chosen because it has the best

spatial and temporal beam qualities.

Many University groups, both Canadian and foreign, have had

research programs at Chalk River. A very recent and very successful

example is the 8;t Spectrometer collaboration, which has demonstrated

the accessiblity of AECL facilities to outside users. As a national

facility, the array will be open to all qualified investigators.

6. USERS

An assocation of TASCC users, currently chaired by J.C.

Waddington, has been instrumental in keeping the Canadian physics

community informed of general progress at TASCC. It has also funded

a workshop on reaction studies with large arrays at the University of

Toronto (1987 March 26-27), attended by 32 physicists from 8 Canadian

institutions, in addition to the invited speakers; proceedings of

that workshop are attached to this proposal. Prospective users of

the facility have also been informed by newsletters, seminars and

talks at CAP conferences.
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Figure 2. Location of the Multidetector Array for Reaction Studies
indicated on this overview of the TASCC facility by the large vacuum
chaaber in the center of the illustration.
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The physics program at MARS will be the major research effort of

two University groups (Rioux et al. at Laval and Drake et al. at

Toronto) and of a core of 3-4 physicists at CRNL (Horn et al.).

.J. Barrette et at. of McOill IViiversity have also expressed an

intention to use the facility and have offered to help with detector

development and testing. Within the MARS collaboration, a broad base

of" research accomplishments in heavy ion reaction studies can be

found in areas such as scattering, projectile fragmentation, total

reaction cross sections, compound nuclear lifetime measurements,

heavy ion stopping powers, mass measurements, and intermediate mass

fragment production. A list of users, defined as those spending more

firm 10% of their research effort on this device, is shown in Table

'. Uhile AKCL does not have the student resources that the

T:ni vtirsit ies do, it does usually have a postdoctoral fellow

(currently C. Pninoau) associated with the group.

7. BUDGET, CASH FLOW, AND SCHEDULE

The primary considerations in the design have been related to

the array's performance in physics experiments. However, thought has

i1i:;n been given to practical matters such as reliability, ease of

construction, and cost effectiveness-

Table ?. gives the cost estimates for construction. A more

detailed discussion of the figures, including a breakdown of the

'•ontingenoy assignments, may be found in Part ITT, Section 8. Some

approximate- costs have been marked by asterisks. These represent

infrastrnchire funding provided directly by the Universities, by

'ISKRC through an infrastructure grant (see accompanying request) or
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TABLE 1: LIST OF USERS

UNIVERSITE LAVAL AECL

C. Rioux

R. Roy

C. St-Pierre

UNIVERSITY OF TORONTO

T. Drake

G.C. Ball

W.G. Davies

J.S. Forster

E. Hagberg

D. Horn

M. A. Lone

McGILL UNIVERSITY

J. BarreJ:te
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TABLE 2: COST ESTIMATES FOR THE FACILITY IN K$ (CDN) 1987

Ttens rnarlctv! with an asterisk constitute infrastructure funding and are
not inclu,-!o<i in the total for this request.

Design l.'ork, I'.np, i. m>r> r i n<;, Drafting

Chain he r

Modi. Supports

Mount in;.; & Alignment Structure

Site Preparation am) Installation

iligh-Vacuum Pumps

Roughing System

Plu'.nhins, peedtbrus "Use.

Commiss ion i nj>

TJP.TF.CTORS

Scintillator

"hotomultipliers

Other Petectior Components

Machining of Scinti l lator

Assembly of Detector ?!odul<?s

r.LFCTP.ONICS

CAMAC

Custom 3u i . l t Components

(IV

Monitoring, Control

Cahlinj; & Racks

Subtotals

Contingencies

Totals

MSERC

824.0

122.5

AECL

106.

120.

16.

52.

48.

201.

167.

83.

48.

53.

21.

53.

4

3

4

0*

3*

7

2

7

3*

0

5

7

57

233

64

116

37

166

37

40

40

40

67

80

.8

.3

.0

.0

.0

.5

.0

.0

.0*

.0*

.9

.0*

819.5

130.7

946.5 + 950.2 = 1896.7



1988

Jan. Aor. July Oct.

1989

Jan.

Funding

Design, Engineering, Drafting

Chamber, Site Prep.,
Plumbing, Fesedthrus, etc.

Chamber
Delivered

40 K

Apr. July Oct .

Chambe r
Under

Vacuum

Chamber Array
Available Assembly
For Exper. Complete,

First Tests

18 K I

233 K 70 K 7 K

1990

Jan. Apr.

Commissioning
Complete

High-vacuum and
Roughing Pumps

Supports, Detector
Mounting & Alignment Structure

114 K

50 K

90 K

130 K

Detectors

Electronics

Contingency

130 R

180 K

126 K

113 K

469 K

127 K

943 K

FY 83/89 731 K

954 K

FY 89/90 746 K

Figure 3. Schedule and Cash Flow
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by AKCL. Thev are nor a nart of this request and nave nor been added

info tile rnl"al. Tn j^enonl, derecrors and electronics will be bought

with NSKKC funds and rhe chamber and support structures will be

bought bv XKCL. This particular division is logical for several

reasons. Since the facility is located at Chalk River, it makes

sense tor the non-portable items to be owned by AECL. Also detector

"iati!rials and electronics are purchased items, some from abroad. It

is therefore more economical for the Universities, which pay no

L"iport duty or federal tax, to buy those items while AECL, which must

pay all duties and taxes, covers construction costs and the largely

domestic content of the chamber and mechanical supports.

Two years will be required between the date of funding and the

final commissioning. A major factor in the timing is that site

preparation and installation of the scattering chamber take place

during 1.9P.8 so that no temporary relocation of the existing small

vacuum vessel would be necessary. This would insure the least

disruption and the earliest possible availability of the large

vacuum vessel for Interim experiments. Such experiments are

important in maintaining and developing the research interests of

the contributing research groups. Construction of the support

structure machining of the detectors and development of the

electronics hardware/software are fairly time-consuming and could

take over a year. It is therefore possible to spread the cash flow

over two years, FY 88/89 and FY 89/90 as shown in Figure 3.

8. CANADIAN CONTENT

The benefits to Canadian business and industry from

implementation of the MARS proposal are considerable. The chamber
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would be bought from one of three Canadian manufacturers; the

mechanical supports, roughing system with plumbing, and a substantial

amount of electronics would be built locally, at the Universities and

at CRML. The cost of Canadian-built components is thus 884 KS

including the appropriate contingencies. A number of components,

such as specialized electronic modules, are not made in Canada- For

thesti unavoidable foreign purchases, the only direct Canadian

component is in the duties and raxts (120 K$), applicable to the

various transactions. The total direct Canadian content is then

1004 K$, or greater than one-half the total amount. Additional,

indirect benefits come from purchases through existing Canadian

representatives. Furthermore, the developmental nature of much of

!Jie work to be done in this country will, enhance Canadian capability

in these areas.

9. MANPOWER

An estimate of the manpower required to complete the design and

to construct and commission MARS is given in Table 3. Tt should be

noted that a substantial part of the engineering, design work, and

prototyping, have already been done and that still more will be done

by the funding date. The heading of professionals in the table

includes the cosigners of this request. Of the 6.5 technical man

•/ears listed, one man year for machining the scintillator will be

provided by Universite Laval, two man years will be funded by a

separate NSKRC infrastructure grant to support the facility, and 3.5

iian years will be provided by ARCL.
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After the facility is commissioned, the technical effort

required to maintain and operate and develop MARS is one full-time

mechanical technician and one full-time electronics/firmware

technician (see the following section). A large number of

physicists, at senior, postdoctoral, and student levels, could

productively exploit the chamber and array.

10. OPERATION AND MAINTENANCE FUNDING

As has been discussed, the full operation of the facility will

start at the beginning of the third year after funding. The previous

two-year period will have allowed the installation of the chamber,

construction and testing of the detectors, their mounting in the

array, and the process of setting up the electronics. From the third

year and on, the two technical man years required per annum (see

previous section) and the repair and maintenance expenses will be

provided equally by the Universities (NSERC) and AECL. Starting

duriag the construction oeriod, a competent, person will be hired and

entrusted the task of developing the mcdus operand! of the coupled

detection-acquisition systems by connecting and programming the

devices. His salary should be covered by the NSERC infrastructure

grant.. The mechanical technician required to maintain and upgrade

the vacuum chamber and support structures will be provided by AECL.

It is also the intention of the University groups to support from

their individual operating grants one postdoctoral fellow who would

Ln part assist in development and operation of the facility.

Equivalent professional help will be provided by AECL.

The maintenance of the detection system (scintillation material

and p'notomultipliers for replacement and spare parts) and of the
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electronics setun (replacement or repair of defective parts, such as

cables, connectors or the modules themselves) will also be provided

for by the N^RC infrastructure budget. These expenses are estimated

as a small fraction of the initial capital costs. However, all

complementary detection devices and the supplementary electronics

eventually required are not maintenance costs and will be bought at

!:he expense of the users needing the added detectors or ancillary

apparatus.

11. OWNERSHIP AND FACILITY MANAGEMENT

Since each of AECL and NSKRC would provide half the funding for

the facility, ownership would also be shared equally. A fair and

sensible way to divide the ownership would be for the Universities to

n;m the detectors and the associated electronics and for A3CL to own

Che permanently installed large scattering chamber with its pumps and

mechanical supports. The chamber, once installed, would be difficult

to remove without cutting it up or demolishing parts of the building;

furthermore, it would by itself form a useful component of the

over-ill TASCC facility. The detectors and electronics are far more

portable and could, if needed, be used in other applications or at

other laboratories. As discussed in the budget section, the proposed

division (MSERC 824.0 K$ + 122.5 K$ contingency, AECL 819.5 K$ +

130.7 K.$ contingency) would also be optimum in terms of the economics

of purchasing and the skills required for construction.

It is proposed that the facility be managed by a committee of

two University and two AECL representatives, with a rotating

chairmanship. Initial membership of the committee will be selected
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from among the authors of this proposal. While no conflicts are

anticipated, such a management structure would provide a mechanism fro

defuse potential controversies.

As a national facility, the array may attract users not

associated with the group initiating this proposal; these users would

be completely unfamiliar with the rather complex instrument. In such

cases, at least during the initial period of operation, it is

suggested that one or more members of the present collaboration

participate In the experiment, either in a "support" or a

collaborative role.

12. TIMELINESS

Recent accelerator developments have led to the opening of the

transitional energy range, and in the past few years a number of

tirst-generafion detector systems have been used to produce a

tantalizing, but incomplete, picture of the region. A Canadian

iieavy-ion accelerator, TASCC at Chalk River, is now entering the

field. MARS, a second-generation detector array, operational within

two years, would ensure that Canada reaps the full scientific

benefits of its tremendous accelerator effort. The development of

competing arrays elsewhere Imparts urgency to the request.

Furthermore, there may be an opportunity to begin installation of the

bulky chamber during the 1988 accelerator shutdown, which could save

some unnecessary duplication of effort and loss of potential

'!'<nerimental time.
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PART TWO: SCIENTIFIC JUSTIFICATION

1. INTRODUCTION

For several decades, nuclear physics studies wirh heavy ions

have been performed wirh an ever-increasing variety of beams, both

at a few MeV per nucleon and at relativistic energies. The

intermediate energy region, however, between 20 and 200 MeV per

nucleon has remained largely unexplored until recently. Only in the

last five years hava significant amounts of information been obtained

with new and upgraded accelerators. Our understanding of this region

has therefore evolved through extension of models and theories from

the low- and high-energy extremes, namely that dominated by the mean

nuclear field and that characterized bv the nucleon-nucleon (NN)

interaction. Consequently, this is a region of contrasting

assumptions. For instance, the mean free path is assumed larger than

the nuclear radius for the direct interaction hypothesis within the

framework of the mean field, while the hydrodynamics models are based

on a mean free path much smaller than the nucleus itself. As recent

results are showing, these contrasts can be understood with the

realisation that the intermediate energy range contains a number of

significant changes in nuclear behavior.

A current topic of interest which addresses the "transitional"

aspects of this energy range is the equation of state (EOS)

describing a large ensemble of nucleons. The thermodynamical

properties of nuclear matter such as temperature and entropy can be

used as reference variables to study very fundamental issues. Not
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only are they useful in the comparison of different theoretical

approaches, but they also serve to guide the experimental

investigation of the various states of the nuclear matter produced in

the laboratory. In terms of these variables, the time evolution of a

central collision between two nuclei can be described by an EOS

representing the interacting nucleons which are considered to behave

as a gas. A calculated equation of state for such a collision is

shown in Figure 1 in terms of pressure, P, as a function of density,

p/p0, and temperature, T*). The corresponding phase diagram can

be deduced from it, and the possible instability regions and

different phase limits identified. Crucial questions concerning the

establishment of a correct EOS for nuclear matter remain and

constitute a major class of problems to be addressed in studies of

central collision phenomena with the instrument orooosed here; a more

detailed discussion can be found in Section 4.

Peripheral processes, dominated by the quasi-elastic

interaction, constitute another class of experiments planned with the

facility. Here projectile-like fragments are produced with

relatively small amounts of mass and energy transferred between the

two colliding nuclei (which consequently preserve their respective

identities far better than in a more central collision). This

situation contrasts strongly with the formation of a composite system

in a central collision, where the target and the projectile can

participate equally in the formation of a new final state. In

peripheral processes, many mechanisms can contribute, as illustrated

in Figure 2. Though several of these mechanisms are already well
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Figure 1. Equation of state predicted for neutral nuclear matter.
T h e teaperatures of each isotherm are given in HeV; the critical
point is represented by • solid dot. (Froa ref. 1).
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a)

b)

T

c) p

T T+R

d)

T

Figure 2. Schematic representation of several mechanisms contributing
to the production of observed projectile-like fragments, F, and other
unobserved fragments, R. P is the projectile, and T the target. Fig. 2
confuses mechanisms with limitations in the detection system. (From
ref. 2).
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established, their rela rive probability and their respective behavior

as a function of energy and mass asymmetry are open questions.

Moreover, fasr fragments with masses far from the projectile mass are

also produced. How do these intermediate-mass fragments, originating

from a very localized hot source produced by NN collisions, compete

with proceŝ 3e•3 based on the mean field? On the other hand, is

projectile muLtlfragmentation in the field of the target nucleus an

important mechanism in the production of more than one

Intermediate-mass fragment? A more complete experimental

investigation will resolve these problems.

These two general classes of reactions will be reviewed in

subsequent sections, with relevant aspects addressed as future

experiments for MARS. Topics not well characterized by the limits of

small and large impact paramerers will be discussed separately.

2. IMPLICATIONS FOR EXPERIMENTS

Two thresholds at about 15-20 and 30-40 MeV per nucleon,

corresponding respectively to the sound velocity in the nucleus and

the nucleon Fermi kinetic energy, are known to occur in the

Transitional energy region. Besides reaction channels resulting

directly from these thresholds, a number of specific phenomena belong

to the region, as is illustrated in Figure 3. In fact, theoretical

calcvilations and model analyses of experimental data have shown that

a proper description of the phenomena must often include explicitly

the NN collisions, as well as the blocking effect from the Pauli

principle and the mean nuclear field^»5). Such disparate
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Figure 3. Illustration of different reaction processes that have
been observed as a function of bombarding energy and inpact
parameter. (From ref. 3).
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underlying physics concepts lead So an extreme variety of final state

observables. I: is therefore evident that more sophisticated

instrumentation is needed at intermediate energies than at low energy

where two-body or quasi-two-body processes dominate. In this energy

range, elastic, quasi-elastic, fusion-fission, and other reactions,

generally studied at lower energies with a limited number of small

detectors^1 >?), evolve gradually, with increasing energy, to

multibody processes best detected with a high level of coincidence

efficiency. Between the simplest inclusive setups and the ideal 4TT

detector system lie many possible detection configurations that are

adequate for specific experiments. For example, a large array of

detectors such as MARS may be designed to study certain detailed or

global phenomena, either standing alone or in conjunction with

complementary detectors. It is indeed imperative that such a system

excel at the primary task, for which it was designed. However, since

there can be but a few such facilities, it should be versatile enough

in accommodate other interests and research programs. If it is to

have value after current problems are addressed, it must also have

the flexibility to accept potential modifications, should future

developments require that. In any event, it is clear from what is

already known of heavy ion reaction mechanisms at more than 10 MeV

per nucl.eon, that the ability to detect ternary and higher

multiplicity events with large dynamic range capability in both mass

and energy will remain a common requirement.
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3. PERIPHERAL PROCESSES

Peripheral processes are those in which Two nuclei collide at

large impact parameters. The amount of overlap between the two

nuclear volumes is minimal and the collision is a glancing one, with

the result that the identities and trajectories of the projectile and

target are reasonably well preserved. At low energies these

quasielasttc collisions are dominated by inelastic scattering and

few-nucleon transfer reactions. In the transitional energy range,

both of those mechanisms persist, but a number of new processes arise

which can lead to the breakup of one or both of the reaction

partners. Since the most kinematically focussed and easily

observable reaction products are those originating from the beam, the

process is, somewhat misleadingly, known as projectile

fragmentation. In a very simple picture one might expect that the

fragments closest to the original projectile in mass and velocity,

known as projectile-like fragments (PLFs), originated from the most

!>eripheral of tne collisions, while those far from the projectile's

mass and velocity originated from somewhat smaller impact

parameters. The latter type, including muitifragmentation events,

may have their origin in the increasing importance at higher energy

of nucleon-nucleon collisions, which permits a much greater energy

to be deposited in grazing collisions than does the mean-field

interaction.

3.1 Projectile-like Fragments

The earliest observation of projectile fragmentation was with

the simplest possible composite projectile, the deuteron. At 95 MeV

per nucleon, its breakup was very well described in terms of a
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geometrical model.8) More recently, the approach formulated by

Goldhaber^) for complex projectiles at higher energy has also been

quite successful in explaining the observed phenomena. However, the

extension of the same description to data at lower bombarding

energies, in the intermediate range of 10 to 100 MeV per nucleon, met

with limited success. Specifically, the experimental widths of the

momentum distributions of the PLFs narrow more rapidly with

decreasing beam energy than calculations would predict. This effect

is displaved in Figure 4, which plots a comparison of calculated and

experimental momentum widths (a^) as a function of beam energy.

Several explanations have been proposed (see, for example,

ref. 2 and recent reviews given in refs. 10 and 11). In particular,

direct nucleon transfer, a dominant process at low energy, continues

to compete strongly with other processes at higher energy. 12-14)

However, interactions at. large or grazing impact parameters are quite

complex. Although the reactions are fast and the projectile spends

only a short time in the vicinity of the target nucleus, many

mechanisms contribute to the PLF yields. Collisions at 20 MeV per

nucleon15) still have many characteristics of deep-inelastic

phenomena; an excited PLF can disintegrate by sequential decav in the

exit channel*'! 16-18) o r j n f n e entrance channel18), a s

illustrated by recent work of our group (see Figure 5). Prompt

breakup evidently also contributes to the PLF spectra.20) T n e

recent analysis by Rami et al.l^) in terms of nucleon transfer and

projectile fragmentation mechanisms sums these two components in the

energy spectrum and yields the reduced widths shown in Figure 6. In

fact, even the PLFs with masses very close to the projectile mass are
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distributions as a function of projectile energy. The dashed line is
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v,/c

Figure 5. Galilean invariant yields plotted in velocity space for in-plane
coincidences between light ions (-30° < 8 < 30°) and heavy fragments at
6 = 12.5°, in the "*N on gold reaction at 40 MeV per nucleon (refs. 18 and 19).
The vertical vector in each panel represents the beam velocity and the vector at
6 = 12.5° is the average heavy-fragnent velocity for that channel and angle.
Yields for three final states are shown in panels a, b, and c. The beaa-like
velocity vector for the a particles in the B-a channel suggests an
entrance-channel breakup of the 1J|N projectile, and the fragment-like vector for
the protons suggests a sequential decay of the projectile in the exit channel.
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Figure 6. Reduced widths, o0, of the PL7 momentum distributions as a
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represent the projectile fragmentation and nucleon transfer reactions,
respectively, in the 't0Ar + 68Zn reaction by, Rami et al.2l). The
solid curve is a complex transfer calculation, the straight (solid and
dotted) horizontal line shows the trend of the experimental data and the
dashed line displays the ao tendency from the experimental data found
in the literature in the 10 to 50 MeV/nucleon range. The figure
illustrates the superposition of several reaction mechanisms to give the
a0 observed in inclusive measurements.
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part of a very complex picture.10,21) A common remark from recent

papers is that several aspects show a strong resemblance to low

energy processes, while others! are reminiscent of the projectile

fragmentation at relativistic energy. The Coulomb final state

interaction has an important effect at intermediate energies-^),

but its inclusion does not provide the successful explanation that

Coulomb corrections achieved between 100 and 200 MeV per nucleon.

Some anomalies (see ref. 11 for a review and a discussion) can be

explained by the inclusion in the analysis of more constraints, such

as the Pauli blocking effect^), the Fermi gas nature of the

nucleus,23) o r Coulomb effects.24)

Nevertheless, rather basic questions remain unanswered. Some,

such as the dependence of the reaction dynamics upon beam energy and

projectile-target mass asymmetry, can be explored by the systematic

study of a large number of reactions. In this class lies the

evolution from the phenomena of the transitional energy range to the

participant-spectator model, which is so successful at high

energy.25,26) Others, questions like the validity of new models

joining the nucleon-nucleon and mean field effects (see refs. 27 and

28 , for example), require "new experiments as exclusive as

possible".H) Specifically, this issue is best addressed through

the reaction trajectory, as determined from source velocities,

geometric and shadowing effects, and correlated fragment emission.

A new generation of multicoincidence detection systems has been

developed with such experiments in mind.2°) MARS is particularly

well suited to the task. Its angular range when positioned 2 m from
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rhe rarger covers most" of {"he phase space of the PLF; ar half that

distance, ir permits one to follow rhe trends of processes rhar

exrend srill further in angle or that srarr to rake place when tne

forward peaked mechanisms vanish. Furthermore, m e challenging study

of decay properties of nighly excited fragments produced at the lower

tMid^) of the transitional energy region can also be accommodated

with a setup composed of gas detectors at large angle in coincidence

with the multidetector array. Consequently, the array will allow

investigation of several competing processes for projectile

fragmentation, each in its respective dynamical range.

3.2 Fragments With Masses Far From The Projectile Mass

Fragments with masses very different from that of the projectile

tic target have sometimes been called intermediate-mass fragments.

Clearly, at least one of the reaction partners must have broken up to

produce such a fragment. Beyond that simple criterion, however, the

name becomes ambiguous. Some can originate largely from a heavy

projectile^O) while others may be produced in reactions with

lighter projectiles.31»32) The latter type appear to emanate from

sources with velocities much less than that of the beam: they have

been the basis for a variety of experiments, e.g. as triggers for

^xtensive light-particle studies33) and linear momentum transfer

measurement^ 1) and in a study of the coexistence of equilibrated

;md unequillbrated sources.32) Central collisions also appear to

omir "intermediate-mass" fragments.

In this section, however, we are more concerned with the type

originating from the projectile30) containing a fast component.
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Th is can be seen From Figure 7 as a function of the beam velocity, or

from Figure S, as a separate component of the different velocity-Z

distributions. The t'jo figures come from a study'"-') of the

react inn Kr on An at 3 "5 and •'»•'+ MeV per nucleon. In this recent

e^iierLinent, correlated fragments with Z=8 to 36 were detected in the

angular range 3c-3O°. The study concluded that the coexistence of

two d i 1: f •_> rent, mochqnisms was needed to explain the two types of

corroiatHd friwTCnts. Tn one mechanism, both fragments carae from a

very slow, excited projectile produced in a pick-up reaction. The

other shown a near-beam velocity fragment in coincidence with a

slower fragment emitted either by the target after a stripping

roacti.cn or by a hot zone common to the projectile and the target.

The latter hypothesis supports a potential explanation already

d i scussed-^l .> which could be tested by experiment.

Such experimental tests can be achieved with the proposed

nmltLdetector array which has a rather complete coverage of forward

solid angle. For a wider dynamic range in mass, gas detectors added

at about 90° to the beam region would allow the simultaneous study of

light-particles and intermediate-mass-fragment correlations. This

would provide a much higher level of exclusivity for the type of

multiple-source analysis performed in the past.33,34) Such an

analysis is complementary to alternative approaches probing the early

stage of the collision. The early stages and the subsequent

evolution towards equilibrium are usually considered either in terms

of exciton, Fermi-jet or hot-spot models.-35)
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Figure 7. Coincident fragment yield for two different ranges of E*rel as a
function of the ratio between the fragment velocity and the projectile
velocity. The reaction is Kr + Au at 44 MeV per nucleon (ref. 30).
K*rel is the difference between the total kinetic energy of two coincident
fragments (in their cm system) and their Coulomb repulsion energy. In part a,
the black and open dots are the fragments in coincidence with a fast
(v/vp > 0.67) and slow (v/vp < 0.67) particle, respectively* The bottom
spectrum is the sum of both types of coincident fragments.
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Figure 8. The Z distributions corresponding to the slow,
CouloBb-correlated, and fast components from the reaction of 8<*Kr
with Au at 44 MeV per nucleon. The singles spectrum is for events
integrated over all energies and angles. (From ref. 30).
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Kxclusive data are quite sparse for heavy fragments. Inclusive

measurements were performed at 22 and 35 MeV per nucleon.^') VJhile

the low-energy results were interpreted in terms of a process

combining features of the participant-spectator mode! and the

dorp-inelastic interaction, fragments observed to be strongly

energy-relaxed have remained without explanation. This apparent

overlap of various mechanisms rooted in both low ami intermediate

energies certainly calls for a study of their energy dependence and a

bettHI: understanding of their respective contribution to the reaction

yields. Tn the case of Kr on Au (ref. 30), the identification of tho

two distinct mechanisms has revealed a new process, strongly energy

dependent from 35 to 44 MeV/nucleon, but not observed in the ";C1 +

Ta study at 20 MeV/nucleon.*

The need for new high-quality exclusive measurements is well

esf.-ih l.i.shed by the complex picture emerging of the intermediate

iMier^v range, which is clearly a region of transition for the various

product ion processes of Intermediate-mass fragments.

3.3 Multifragmentation of the Projectile

The previous topic is apparently quite similar to that of the

present heading. As it may be recalled from. Section 3.1, the

excitation of the projectile, either via nucleon transfer processes

or via inelastic scattering is a dominant mechanism leading to

projectile fragmentation in peripheral collisions. The critical

quantity is the degree of excitation of the primary fragment which

•lay then decay through various paths, giving the PLF. The discussion

in here purely restricted to the potential emergence of three or more
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micl^i after a peripheral interaction in the field of the target.

The target pl.?vs a rather instrumental role, largely as an

interact ion center. A crucial question is whether projectile

mult if!"u^.ientat lo-i ••••in oi'cur, directly by a prompt multibody breakup

of thp projectile, or by subsequent sequential decays. Recent

i:in'ort't ical modol s, ̂ ' ) formulatefi with a transport equation which

irirlnr'ies \"M collision terms, have given clues regarding the role of

irh<-> incoming nui'lo-nis (they are practically all inherent participants

in all but the most peripheral collisions). A comprehensive study of

collisions at th« extreme nuclear periphery may therefore be an

i.'ssential starting point for understanding the onset of projectile

nin.It if ragmentat ion. Furthermore, as it has been pointed out in a

---cent investigation^) of the t(JAr on An reaction at 60 MeV per

.nicl^on, the participant-spectator picture describing the colliding

:'nfle*!hlo may be an ovrers implif icat Lon at that energy.

The primary excitation energies are expected to be sufficient to

allo;1 the occurrence of projectile multifragmentation in intermediate

nnergy collisions, with an appreciable probability relative to

two-body channels. In fact, discrete states are excited in the

primary fragments.'4!) Since direct nucleon-nucleus and nucleon-

nucleon interactions might become an important excitation mechanism,

>U\.::re.r.e states can be formed after a first interaction has taken

place. Some evidence of direct multifragmentation of a projectile

has been seen at 30 MeV per nucleon.^-) A multiplicity

analysis^) of the reaction of a 40 MeV/u 14N beam with a gold

target lias revealed a significant number of events involving three or

More particles.
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A recent experiment^) performed in part by Laval University

members of the MARS collaboration was done at 32.5 MeV per nucleon

with a variety of beams and targets to investigate the role of the

entrance channel reaction partners, in particular how the threshold 0

value of a given nrojectile can differentiate one case from another.

This class of experiments, when investigated with a large number of

detectors, will create a bridge between a purely peripheral

collision, with all its two- and multi-body processes, and the

mechanisms dominating at decreasing impact parameters. MARS,

which provides 128 detectors within a cone of 38° offers enough

;mnulnrLty to measure the characteristics of these multi-fragment

To understand the onset of several mechanisms evolving, like

thoso discussed so far, in angle, mass and energy, and to

unambiguously identify and follow their trends, a flexible setup is

r"-?si>ur ial; the proposed array would allow accurate stjiies of these

mechanisms. Experiments with PLF, detected in coincidence with other

fast fragments or light particles, would allow a complete event

reconstruction. This should be adequate to describe precisely that

class of peripheral collisions and its trends with impact parameter.

3.4 Lifetime of Excited Fragments

The measurement of compound nuclear lifetimes by crystal

block Lag techniques has provided valuable insight into the time

evolution of nuclei decaying by particle emission. For such decay

modes the lifetime, r is < 10~ s.
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Considerable effort has been made to study the fission decay of

compound nuclei produced in heavy-ion reactions^4-47). j n these

measurements, many of which have been performed at Chalk River, beams

of C to Ne were used to bombard crystal targets of Ta, W, Au and U.

Figure 9 shows a two-dimensional blocking pattern for 40 MeV '0 ions

elastically scattered from a Ta crystal along a <111> direction.

The axial and planar minima stand out clearly in the two-dimensional

pattern. A plot of intensity in the y-direct.ion through the center

of the axial dip, for the position indicated by the dot on the

x-axis, is shown in the lower half of the figure. The lifetime

results, when combined with total fission cross section measurements

and fission fragment angular distributions, have permitted severe

restriction of parameters in the statistical model describing the

decay.

With very heavy, high energy beams it is possible to extend

these measurements to shorter lifetimes by using low Z crystals e.g.

1'' 1 bombardment of a Ge crystal. The resulting compound nucleus

recoil velocity is then increased by about an order of magnitude over

that, achieved in the earlier measurements with a corresponding

increase in the lifetime sensitivity.

The crystal blocking lifetime technique has also been used to

measure nuclear deexcitation times down to 10" s by bombarding a

diamond crystal with an 0 beam and measuring blocking patterns for

evaporation residues^S). j n this work the time delay associated

with the production of evaporation residues with Z values from 6 to

12 were measured and found to be in the range 5 x 10~18s to

5 x 10-17s.
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Figure 9. Display of a blocking pattern recorded in the elastic
scattering of ^ 0 on H (orientation < 111 » at 40 MeV (ref. 45).
The black dots in the upper 2-D spectrum correspond to (x, y)
channels containing more counts than a pre-selected tri.niaua value. A
y-scan through the center of the axial blocking dip is shown in the
lower half of the figure. The black dot on the x-axis indicates the
x value for the scan.
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In all of the measurements described above, the beam particles

are assumed to fuse with a target nucleus resulting in a compound

nucleus with a well-defined recoil velocity ; also, the distribution

of decaying particles covers a wide, angular range. A straightforward

determination of the lifetime value can then be made by a comparison

of blocking dips measured at different angles, since the displacement

of the compound nucleus from the lattice site perpendicular to the

axis along which the blocking pattern is measured is just \f C sin J

where f"" is the compound nucleus velocity, C the mean lifetime of

the compound nucleus and 3 is the angle between the velocity vector

and the crystal ascis.

More recently, the technique has been used in an attempt to

measure time delays of projectile-like fragments in heavy-ion

reactions, in particular Ar + Ge at 44 MeV/nucleon^9)# j n this

reaction, primary fragments, which are highly excited, are produced

at the lattice site on a very short time scale. They subsequently

decay by light particle emission to produce the secondary fragment

measured in the detector and it is the time delay between primary and

secondary fragments which is determined by the crystal blocking

technique.

The data analysis is now considerably more complicated because,

in a single measurement, the primary fragment is unknown: e.g. a

detected Si nucleus could have resulted from a-decay of a S primary

fragment, from n-decay of Si, p-decay of P, etc. Also, the recoil

direction of the primary fragment is no longer unique and assumptions

about it must be made. The comparison of blocking dips for different

angles of measurement is also no longer straightforward. However, a
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large forward array, which could detect the decay particles of the

primary fragment, would help resolve many of the difficulties

associated with such measurements. The results could provide

detailed information on the time evolution of heavy ion reactions at

intermediate energies which is unobtainable by any other known

technique. Members of the collaboration have been active in blocking

lifetime measurements (e.g. refs 45-47) for over fifteen years and

are capable of making significant contributions with the blocking

technique to heavy-ion reaction studies.

4. CENTRAL PROCESSES

The highest temperatures and densities are achieved in central

collisions. Such collisions are therefore selected in experimental

investigations of the behavior of nuclear matter, its equation of

state and rhermodynamical properties. The studies may take the form

of a search for the onset of multifragmentation, of finding the

limiting momentum or excitation energy which can be imparted to a

nuclear system, or of probing localized sources for their extent,

velocity, and temperature.

4.1 Equation of State and Thermodynamlcal Properties

Nuclear matter formed in central nucleus-nucleus collisions may

display temperatures ranging from a few MeV up to several tens of

MeV. One can attempt to describe the system by an EOS such as the

one shown in Figure 1. The corresponding phase diagram^' is

displayed in Figure 10, with limits and characteristic curves

indicated on the graph. An essential reference value deduced from

those calculations is the critical temperature for breakup, Tc. In

the calculation of reference 1, based on a zero-range Skyrme

interact ton, a critical temperature of 15.3 MeV is obtained. A much
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4.0 ' / 3.5 / 3.0

Figure 10. Phase diagram for neutral nuclear Matter corresponding to
the EOS of Figure 1 (ref. 1). Isentropes for different values of S,
entropy, are indicated by dashed curves. The boundary of liquid-gas
coexistence (LGC) and the curves of constant pressure (isotheraal,
ITS, and isentropic, IES) are shown with solid lines.
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lower value is calculated when a Coulomb interaction is incorporated

into the calculations,50) thus describing a system which should

disintegrate at a much lower temperature than that for neutral

nuclear matter. 1»51) A mechanical instability region, I- >52) which

defines the points for onset of multifragmentation influences the

reaction time evolution; although experimental identification of this

point has remained elusive, a clear energy dependence should

appear 51) in two-fragment correlations such as those displayed in

Figures 11 and 12. Several different formulations exist for the EOS,

but similar properties for nuclear matter in phase transition are

found 53) in each of them. This type of computer simulation5D

provides a basis for testing the EOS and its instability region.

A supplementary measurement concerning the EOS is the

determination of the entropy, which increases through the predicted

inechancial instability region.O The isotope-yield ratios for

intermediate mass fragments, as reported recently55) and shown in

Figure 13, reflect the temperature and density at breakup, thus

providing a measure of the entropy. Since the entire target is

involved in the central collisions observed here, event detection

must be as complete as possible. This has been pointed out in

ret. 56, in an entropy determination from complex-fragment yields

without isotope resolution. The apparent power-law behavior of the

mass yields (Figure 14) has been interpreted57) ±n terms of the

nuclear liquid-vapor phase transition.

MARS is well suited to central collision experiments; when it. is

operated in "close geometry" mode, 1 m from the target, it intercepts

up to 75% of the light ions emitted from an intermediate-velocity
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ISOTOPIC YIELDS IN CENTRAL COLLISIONS
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Figure 11. Isotopic yields obtained in different simulated reactions
(ref. 51). The yields are represented as the number of fragments of a.
given Z, N pair.
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Figure 12. Mass-mass correlation yields for the indicated simulated
reactions (ref. 51). Each bin represents eight units of aass.
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Figure 13. Comparison between calculations from a quantum statistical
model and experimental data for the C + Au systea at 84 MeV per
nucleon (ref. 55). The isentropes are shown with solid lines and the
regions of agreement between the calculated and measured isotopic—yield
ratios are indicated by shaded areas.
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Figure 14. Exponential distributions resulting from fitting functions to
the fragment yields obtained from the disassembly of the liquid and vapor
phases (ref. 57). The experimental results are from the reaction Ar on
gold at 42 MeV per nucleon (ref. 56).
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souro?. Tli i •=; f-Jves a useful multiplicity trigger for central

roll i s io'is. \dd i t lonal filtration of peripheral events is obtained

by >v;]u i r\ \i/\ an ah-ionci- of nro ject ile—like f raiments near aad forw&rd

of tin* •: r i - i ni; .n,;le. Two-fraement correlations between fairly light

i oii'-. ('•'. < '̂ ) can be performed wir.h the array itself; auxiliary

l.ir--,.-- i rr-:\ .1,doctor t'?lesc.op'_>s can extend the :neasurement to heavier

A Vii:•!:)!-. .if i ::«w hlr.U ro.snlMt Lon telescopos p<;rnits aeasurement

•>•'• i •.;•!..;:ii o 'i.e.ld r.itios. With the event type det<?rrnined by the

i:" •"•!>/, •;«.': i'lnCiis of entropy production >?ain a more specific meaning.

4.2 Onset of Multifragmentation

• "...)*'!ii r .-'-I o r •} i ch tn tbo dii inte^rat ion of hot nuclei into many

•" i-!.»'•• i. i- -., ::orra;lih"! from a statistical linui d-drop node I, ̂ ^) also

);•"•; ! •>: i :'V'1.-ir bi.ii^iTi nf: for possible oxnfirimontal verification.

••;'•"!••;".•.-if •:'.":i>'1 :••••; h.-i'/'; 'vijn s t u d i e d 1 " * ' ' ) f r o m t h i s p e r s p e c t i v e ;

'••'i .,'ii" ••; 1 :- and l'i, show Me>!ih'.i r,nr1o si.rmlations of th<? average

'•.'_• '••".!'..'!• rid the av̂ r.i,?,:, nnltiplioity, respectively, plotted as a

f !•.;'.!•'.; on o F t'u1 <^c! tat ion oner.^y per nucleon. The tnulti-

r .• : :. • i!_.i!;i:;ii <;•; ts in at a wo 1.1—identified point called the "crack

'.<• :•:•:..•:• : !:M --I-", (c.i. 'S MeV in Fi^ure IS) above whir.h the compound

• •HI-. ii-'i-i 1 >--i's its cobosi vnn<!ss. The corresponding; multiplicity

(!? ;.-Vi!- • 1.'•) ir.croa.".os rapidly with excitation energy. The

ff.':H!) • r.i!: is !-•• r.-n.-iins at a nl.-'t^au until the system reaches the free

.•;as liriit- Calculated fragment mass distributions are presented in

••'I p,;im 17 for throe different excitation energies. Like the

t'icori.'i: ir-.-if predictions in Fiti;i!re 15, the experimental data in Figure
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Figure 15. Monte Carlo simulations of the average temperature T as a
function of the excitation energy for different values of A,,, the
total mass. The dashed line is the free gas limit (refs. 58 and
59).
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Figure 17. Calculated average mass distributions for various
excitation energies e*= E*/Ao in the systen with a total aass
of AQ = 100.
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18 give nuclear Temperature as a function of source excitation per

nucleon. A striking similarity between the two figures, namely a

plateau in temperature for excitations per nucleon between 3 and

10 MeV, has been noted.60)nowever, as pointed out by Borderie,61)

the apparent velocities extracted from intermediate-velocity source

data do not permit the corresponding excitation energies to be

attributed to the whole system, and without a knowledge of the

excitation energies, the results are inconclusive.

Additional experimental verifications of theoretical predictions

are proposed in an extension made recently62) to the

Boltzmann-Uehling-Uhlenbeck model.63) Mass distributions have

been calculated for the Z0Ne on 20Ne and 4 0Ca on ^ C a systems in the

energy range 50 to 100 MeV per nucleon. Figure 19 shows such

distributions for the case Ca on Ca at 72 MeV per nucleon.

Previous attempts to determine the excitation energy

corresponding to the onset of mult.if ragmentation or to the saturation

of apparent temperature parameters have to date shared a common

ambiguity. Without assurance that a central collision has occurred,

without an estimate of the source velocity, and with no

event-by-event measurement of the multiplicity, all observed

quantities are averaged over impact parameter, reaction channel, and

kinematic origin. The proposed array can both reject events with

projectile-like components and perform a multiplicity cut quickly

enough to serve as an on-line trigger; for high multiplicity events,

an off-line estimate can be made of the source velocity. The

consequence is profound: a determination can be made of the limiting

point beyond which multifragmentation sets in.
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Figure 18. Average apparent temperature of the intermediate velocity
source (determined from fitted slopes of experimental energy spectra)
as a function of the maximum possible excitation energy deposited in
the center of mass. The list of references for the data is given in
ref. 61.
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Figure 19. Calculated mass distributions for Ca on Ca at 72 HeV per
nucleon. All clusters are included in the top curve, While separate
contributions from participants (solid line) and spectators (dashed line)
are displayed in the bottom section of the figure (ref. 62).
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4.3 Linear Moraentura Transfer and Maximum Excitation Energy

What is the maximum excitation energy that a composite system

can hold before it disintegrates? How can the deviations from

complete Fusion be interpreted correctly? Several recent works have

provided new insight into the early stages of collisions at different

energies and a review^4) of the subject raises crucial questions.

Tncomnli? to fusion processes represent a broad range of pre-equi-

Ifhrium wchinisms having different properti.es depending upon the

bombard i ng energy or tlie projectile-target system under study,

riuster emission is proposed as a possibility at 16 MeV per

•'iiiclcon''̂ ) while a study''1) at 20 and 35 MeV per nucleon suggests

Char. the latter value represents the limit to the energy that a

cunnos i. te system can sustain before it disintegrates into light

fragments. Another exploration^) of the 24-40 MeV per nucleon

r.ingp establishes a limit for composite nucleus formation just above

'11 HoV. Figure 20 gives a global picture of the deposited excitation

i-nor.̂ y as function of the mass of the composite systems studied. A

'jorc systematic view is presented in "igure 21 in terms of the most

probable values of linear momentum transferred from the projectile to

tVi'"1 composite system.

The ideas outlined above reflect quite a complex situation of

ov .flapping effects as the limits to fusion are reached.

f'r,">-eqi!i.l ibrium effects are not completely rulod out, but a temper-

aturo li.iit is tentatively assigned to the composite system15')

although several questions remain open^). The threshold

11>iiporature predicted for disintegration^) could therefore

represent the same limit of excitation energy as that deduced from
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E/A (MeV/u)1/2

Figure 21. Most probable value of the linear momentum transferred p as a
function of (E/A)1/2 for the composite systen A. The solid line has
been drawn by assuming a limiting value of 175 MeV/c for pt/A and is a
rather good fit to the data (see ref. 64 for a list of references to
data).
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the momentum transfer data.^7) As suggested from missing momentum

studies,31) the onerpy deposition in central collisions depends

primarily on the vclocitv and mass of the projectile and less on the

total energy. This result supports the suggestion^) that the

li.-iiting temperature could best be measured Ln symmetric collisions.

Thcj beam energies required to reach the critical breakup temperature

of. a composite system of mass A formed with C and Ar projectiles is

shorn in Figure 22. The lower limit for the production of nuclei at

the predicted critical temperature in symmetric collisions is also

shown. From this figure it is evident that symmetric collision e.g.

Ca on Ca are ideally suited to test the hypothesized breakup

temperature.

This perspective on central collisions differs only slightly

from that of the multifragmentation view. Here we seek to observe

the disappearance of few-body final states rather than the appearance

of many-body states. Consequently large-area heavy-fragment

detectors, such as avalanche counters or gas ^E detectors are

required. However, experiments at this level have already been

lone. The contribution of MARS will be to allow one to ascertain the

amount of projectile-like component present as the limits to fusion

are approached, i.e. how much of the "missing" momentum can be

attributed to causes other than incomplete fusion.

4.4 Nuclear Interferometry and Localized Sources of Excitation

Two-particle correlation techniques"") have provided

information on the time and space localization of reactions and on

the temperature of the emitting source. A localized region of high
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Figure 22. Laboratory beam energies required to reach the critical
temperature for breakup of a composite system of mass A formed with Ar
(solid line) and C (dashed line) projectiles. The symmetric cases lie
on the dot-dashed line Which sets a lower limit in energy required for
the production of the predicted critical temperature conditions. The
figure is from ref. 67.
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exc.it" at ion has been identified with p-p correlations in reactions at

25 MeV per nucleon;69) information has been extracted as to the

space-time extent of the emitting region as has been done at

relafivistic energies in studies of the nuclear fireball. At:

intermediate energies source radii can be extracted from correlations

between protons and other light fragments, and a time scale

associated with the source. An assessment of the number of

participant nucleons can also be made.70) However, a recent

paper^D on 1HN-induced reactions at 35 MeV per nucleon, analysed

with the two-particle correlation technique, addresses several new

questions; their answers will require a considerable amount of

experimental and theoretical work.

The "interferometry" field is evidently still expanding, and

more sophisticated experiments could be designed to use the technique

at its full potential. Already, multiplicity-tagged correlation

functions have been reported.? 1) Used with a small close packed

array of high resolution telescopes for the correlation measurements,

the large array will offer a considerable improvement over present

measurements by performing high-level event selection (e.g. by

particle type or velocity distribution). The University of Toronto

group is developing such a orototype lattice of Csl/plastic

telescopes. Use of this lattice in coincidence with the large array

will remove from the correlation functions undesired contributions

coming from sequential mechanisms or other sources (e.g.

projectile-like or target-like) unrelated to the central events of

interest.
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5 OTHER TOPICS

5.1 Subthreshold Pion Production

In recent years, the collective nature of pion production

mechanisms at subthreshold energies has been clearly established by

many experiments.72-74) Those results have fostered various

theories to describe possible subthreshold production mechanisms,

including nucleon-nucleon single; collisions,75) statistical and

thermal models 76-81) brevnsstrahlung models^2-84)ancj a

time-dependent Hartree-Fock (TDHF) model.^5) However, the details

of the processes are still uncertain because the experiments, so far,

were aimed mostly at establishing the total production cross section

and because the different theoretical models already mentioned

generally manage to reproduce the gross features of the total

production cross section. The typical results presented in Figure 23

were obtained by members of our collaboration.76) Although these

different models all reproduce more or less the pion production cross

section, they are nevertheless very different from one another; these

differences should manifest themselves in the reaction products that

are coincident with the pion.

The experiments needed at this stage in order to lift this

a ubiquity must be designed to detect not only the pions but also the

particles and fragments produced with them. One way to achieve that

will be to have one or more pion detectors in conjunction with a

finely segmented array of detectors. The latter should provide the

broadest detection range possible in mass and energy while covering

as much as possible of the reaction phase space. The pion detector
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Figure 23. Experimental and calculated subthreshold pion production
total cross sections, aw, for beams of C, ll*N and 0 on different
targets, as a function of energy. The open symbols are used for the
experimental data (refs. 72-74) and the calculated yields (ref. 76) are
shown by solid symbols. In the case of 12C beans, the values are linked
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could be of the type used at GANIL in an experiment with a 94 MeV per

nucleon '0 beam.^6) This detector is a particle telescope made of

thirteen layers of plastic scintillator for a total thickness of

27 cm. The role of the detector array can be filled by the proposed

array, complemented if necessary by other modules to increase the

detection solid angle for fragments and particles other than the

pions.

5.2 Total and Reaction Cross Sections

One of the most fundamental questions in intermediate and high

energy heavy-ion physics is to what degree a nucleus-nucleus

collision proceeds through a series of incoherent nucleon—nucleon

interactions. That is, to what degree do incoherent quasi-free

interactions dominate the nucleus-nucleus collision process? If

indeed the reaction cross sections are dominated by such incoherent

interactions, then it. is important to choose carefully experiments

which enhance the probability of observing regions of highly

compressed and excited nuclear matter relative to the quasi-free

scattering (QFS) background.

Recently work at TRIUMF by a University of Toronto group has

shown the remarkable ability of microscopic theoretical calculations

to predict nucleon-nucleus scattering cross sections and polarization

parameters, as well as reaction cross sections.87) Indeed,

Faessler's group has extended these parameter-free microscopic

calculations to heavy-ion collisions, where they have demonstrated

that, at. higher energies (>50 MeV/u), the heavy-ion reaction cross

sections are dominated by QFS. On the other hand at low energies the
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reacfion cross secrions are dominated by the exciration of the

nuclear surface and fusion. The calculations have for example,

predicted the energy dependence of the C- C reaction cross

section, as well as the elastic scattering cross section and the

scattering cross sections to low-lying excited states of ZC.^8)

Very few data exist in the literature, and a group from the

University of Toronto, which participates in the MARS collaboration,

has built apparatus for total and reaction cross section measurements

in heavy-ion collisions, to be used with the Chalk River TASCC

facility. They are also constructing a detector to measure the

elastic and inelastic differential cross sections for the same

reactions. These detectors are being tested at Chalk River (in the

autumn of 1987), and the first experiment is planned with the TASCC

4'Ca beams. Such measurements will be greatly improved with the

const ruction of the equipment proposed here. The availability of

better time-of-flight information will permit rejection of recoil

events and the large solid angle of the array will provide enhanced

anticoincidence capabilities. Further, the scale of the vacuum

vessel allows greater angular precision in setting up detectors.
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PART THREE: DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE

1. DESIGN GOALS

The Multidetector Array for Reaction Studies consists of a large

vacuum vessel, a forward array of AE-E telescopes, and the attendant

electronics and controls. The forward array is a complete,

stand-alone spectrometer; however it may also be used in conjunction

•••ilth other detector assemblies in the vacuum chamber. The array is

readily removable for stand-alone operation of the chamber. The main

performance criteria considered in the design of the array are:

- Efficiency (for detecting products from both peripheral and

central collisions).

- Granularity (to avoid double hits in high-multiplicity events
and to maximize event rate by reducing pileup).

- Detector response (thresholds, ion identification, energy

resolution, and neutron response).

- Flight path (for time-of-flight resolution).

- Fast decision capability (when the array is used as an event
tig).

It is also considered important that the facility be simple in

I'.iin*;!".ruction, operation, and maintenance, and that it be compatible

>v-LiJi coincidence experiments with large gas-filled detectors and

provide scope for additional counter arrays.
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Detailed discussions of these criteria can be found in

subsequent sections of the proposal. Their optimization depends on

f;he importance att iched to the various types of experiments. Our

highest priorities are the exclusive measurement of projectile

:iul r. L f rsj'piontai: ion and the characterization of central collisions bv

neasari.niT the majority of the fragments emitted in each event. For

fj'nL'-, purpose, the efficiency and granularity of the array are the

print'1 concerns, leading .is to propose a total of 128 detectors,

together covering a cone of about 38° half-angle. The types and

u?.!.»s of the individual 'etectors, their distance from the target,

nnd consequently the size of the vacuum vessel can then be determined

fron the performance criteria as discussed in the following

sections. The most important design and performance specifications

For the array and chamber are summarized in Table 1.

2. EFFICIENCY OP THE ARRAY

Since a major design criterion for the array is its efficiency

for charged particle detection, this topic will be addressed in some

detail. Plastic scintillator is essentially 100% efficient for

detecting charged particles. In a practical calculation of array

efficiency, however, this figure is reduced by many effects. The

extent or solid angle of the array, the inactive area between

modules, its low-energy threshold (punch-through energy for AE

detectors), and its high energy cut off (punch-through energy for E

detectors) all contribute to the array's efficiency factor in ways
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TABLE 1: DESIGN AND PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS FOR MARS

ARRAY

Geometry "bull's eye" 8 rings, 16 segments each

distance to target variable, maximum 2 m

Inner (2°-4.5° @ 2 m) detectors 32 AE (only) fast plastic 0.5 mm thick

Outer (4.5°-38° @ 2 m) detectors 96 AE-E tapered phoswich,

Fast/slow plastic 0.23 and 75 mm

Typical effective solid angles for light ions from collisions induced by
a beam of 40 MeV/u heavy ions.

Laboratory frame 11% of sphere

Projectile-velocity source 92% of sphere

[niermed. velocity source 75% of sphere

CHAMBER

Size

Mire rial

Opera Tins? pressure

Detector supports

Horizontal axis cylinder

3 m (diameter) x 3.7 ra

Stainless steel

1 x l0"b Torr

Steel table set on 6 "hard points"

supported independently of chamber

walls.
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Chat depend heavily on the reaction mechanisms producing the

particles- These are considered in the first of the following

sub-sect ions, i.'hich describes the geometrical aspects of the array's

efficiency. The subsequent loss or mismeasureraent of ions which do

have the rl^ht trajectory and energy for detection is discussed in

whf> second subsection-

2.1 Geometrical Efficiency

The array can operate at its normal distance of 2 meters from

the target, or at a reduced distance, chosen in the following

• 'itimatcs to be 1 meter. In the former configuration the tapered

detectors' sides point directly at the target; this configuration is

Meal for the energetic, long-range light fragments emitted in

projectile fragmentation events; the "dead" sections between

iier ocr.ors in this mode comprise less than 1% of the array solid

aaf»lr?. In the second configuration, the solid angle is greatly

1. lcreased, making the array suitable for detection of ions from

intermediate velocity sources. These ions generally have a shorter

range, and thus a modest amount of masking (<2%) on the outer

perimeter of each ring of detectors will serve to eliminate events

which could be mis identified due to the incorrect detector taper at

this distance. These minor losses for the two operating modes are

neglected in the following discussion of the effective array

efficiency for specific reaction types.

When light ions are emitted from a moving frame of reference,

the fraction that is focussed into a forward cone of half-angle 0 can

be obtained by integrating the moving-source formulae^) over the
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cone angle and the lower and upper energy thresholds of the detector

array to obtain the probability of particle emission.

Let us consider an array centered on the beam axis that detects

particles emitted from a source moving in the direction of the beam.

Then, in the laboratory frame, the non-relativistic energy spectra

tor oarticles emitted by this process may be obtained from the

expression:

fN vJ^E exD • - [E - E + E - 2/F (E-E ) cos O]/TJ E>E
c c s s c c

d'': p = "•
dT~d~E~~ . 0 E<E,,

where Ec represents the Coulomb repulsion from the target, E s is the

laboratory kinetic energy of the particle at rest in the moving frame, T

is the source temperature, 3 is the detection angle defined from the beam

axis, E is the energy of the detected particle and N is a normalization

constant.

The fraction that is focussed into a forward cone of half-angle 0^

can therefore be obtained from:

E 0
•n J M dZa s i n 0 dE do d<?

P (•; , O . J = Em Jm di2 dE
c m M

•° •« 2rr

/ / / dZa sin 0 dE d)
o o o dii dE
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where E m and EJJ represent respectively the low and hi;:;h-energy

cut-off of the detector for the particle considered, L)m is related to

the enpty central cone of tVie array, and •, Ls the azimuthal angle. The

parameters K,5 and T are denendent on Che reaction type:

i) ]̂ !'-iL5L:'-on f r o m a n intermediate-velocity source

The parameters pertaining to evaporation from a mid-rapidity

source ,ir.1 fairly well known. For example, the system 0 + Au

hos been extensively studied ' and the results indicate that the

source temperature can be calculated by

•,..• he re r,p is the Fermi "nergy, mo is the nucleon mass, and vs

i.:3 the velocity of the source, assumed to be half the beam

velocity. For calculations of the typical efficiencies we chose

K,. = 10 7.{ MeV to be the Coulomb repulsion from the target for

the detected fragment having atomic number Zf.

The results of the calculation are presented in Fig. 1 for

protons, deuterons, tritons, and alpha particles emitted by the

source. This calculation is for the system 0 + Au but the

results are fairly independent of which system is chosen. The

numerical integration was carried out for the angular cone of 4° to

65° that will be covered by the array when it is placed one meter

away from the target. The calculated efficiencies range from 75%

for protons to 90% for alphas.
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Figure l« Calculated probability of detection as a function of bean
energy for protons (p), deuterons (d), tritons (t), and alpha particles
(a) emitted by a odd-rapidity source When the array is positioned 1 •
from the target.



ii) Projectile-like fragments

For thin process The fragment velocity is -90% of the

projectile velocity. Thus E,. :: O.BE»Mf ./Apro^ec(. l l e when E is

the ioUl beam energy and Mp is fragment mass. Also the

temperature can to first approximation be scaled as T * (E*/A)1'2

for excitation energy E*.

For calculations of typical efficiencies shown in Fig. 2, we

assumed Ec=0, and T = 0.59-''E/u, which gives 4.1 MeV for E=48 MeV/u

beam energy. The forward-angle cone from 2° to 38° will be covered

when the array is placed 2 meters from the target. The low and high

energy thresholds applicable to a 0.23 mm -\E and 7.6 cm E plastic

were determined from range-energy calculations and are given in

Table 2. For beam energy between 15 and 50 MeV/u, the geometrical

efficiency for detection of light ions from a projectile

!: caemen! at ion process event is 85—95%.

2.2 Losses

The geometric efficiency discussed above gives only the probability

! hat a particle will enter a detector. In order to give the full energy

pulse height., the ion must spend all its kinetic energy stopping in the

detector medium. Inelastic nuclear reactions of the particle with the

nuclei of the detector and Coulomb scattering to trajectories that exit

the detector are two processes that give a reduced energy signal. This

is not only detrimental to the overall energy resolution, but may also

cause misidentification of the particle or loss of the event. One must,

therefore know the magnitude of these two effects and minimize them

wherever possible.
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Figure 2. Calculated probability of detection as a function of bean
energy for protons (p), deuterons (d), tritons (t), and alpha particles
(a) emitted by a projectile-like source when the array is positioned 2 m
from the target.
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TABLE 2: ENERGY THRESHOLDS FOR 0.23 mm AE DETECTOR THICKNESS

AND 76 turn E DETECTOR THICKNESS

Particle

P

d

t

4 He

Lower
Threshold

(MeV)

4

5

6

16

Upper
Cut off
(MeV)

105

140

170

420
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"Reaction losses" result from the collision of the ion to be

di.?tooted with a nucleus of the detector medium. In such a collision

the ion's incident energy noes into P-value, y-rays, neutrons, or

cii.ir̂ e.' particles, thereby orodncinr; a reduced amount of

sc i'•'(; i M.a! lori. W-? have performed a calculat Lori-') for the ratio of

r:;<i!'.'-i>;< <\,\rr,-y (tail) to full i»ncr.i',y (poak) scintillation nulses.

'"'he calculation follows the method of. Measday and Riohard-Ser r e ^ ) ,

d; v! (• i ns; i-' i e particle range into cells of 0.1 S/C.TT" in Length and

ibr.? i .i i :•:••' !:h.? fraction of inelastic events by summing the reaction

),'.)'• i M U M e s , i|, in each, cfill. The fraction of reduced energy or

" i :: i ! " 0Vf:ilf.S i S t.hen

'• - [ !. - l!Xi; (-/>); ") ] .

" •a.--':, ion cross sections were talcen from the model of Karol^),

'.on! x"-v-,-orr<..'cted for lower --jner^ies. The tail-to-peak ratio,

•;/(;-fi .<<; ., function of energy, is plotter! in Figure 3 for protons,

'ei'.r i-rons, iritons, 'He, and aloha particles in plastic. For

• <-i•-.;••{ e, :t ri() MeV per nucleon, 8% of alpha particles and 4% of

•':•!..yi.; '') not show full energy; for the two heavy hydrogen isotopes,

; i: .* f raf: i'->!i is 'iî lif?r, though most "tail" events will not result in

•!Is i -'ont ! F i cat ion of the ion.

•".•"•.i? Tiultiple Coulomb scattering of ions by nuclei in the

iftector can cause ions to escape through the side of the detector.

•\ i-a Lr.ul-if-. i on for a much smaller detector module has already been

>>.-rr'irpi:'d in reference 1. The projected angle, 0-j_/e in radians was

•i\'!.'u 'iv 'he equation

- 17 . r> MeV/c Z (T~ [1 + 0 . 1 2 5 l o g
~—r? P \ T 10

1 - * R

(_T )
\ O . I T R /
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ratio defined as f/(l-f), where f is the fraction of particles that undergo
Inelastic reactions.
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when? p, ii , and Z_ are the momentum, velocity (v/c) and charge

number of the incident part icle, and T/T^ is the thickness in

radiation lengths of the medium. A Monte Carlo simulation was then

made of the scattering in a conically tapered detector with an active

area of 5.4 cm". To first order, the number of particles that

seal \er our of the detector scales as the ratio of perimeter to

active rtrea for I he detector. We have therefore chosen as a "worst

case" if) srale t!v* calculations of reference 3 for our smallest

lihoswich detectors. They have a perimeter-to-area ratio more

favorable by a factor of three. The result , again plotted as a ratio

of (ai l events to full energy events, is shown In Figure 4. Even in

: his worst case, a trl ton of 50 MeV/u has a fail-to-peak ratio of

bi-iS than ?.%. We can therefore neglect this efficiency correction in

in«)3t applications of the array. It is interesting t:o note that if

l hfi granularity of this detector ring had instead been obtained by

,>1aciri£ smaller phoswiches of the same 1.5 millisteradian solid angle

at a distance of 40 cm from the target, the corresponding number

<;ould have been 10%.

3. ARRAY RESPONSE TO HIGH-MULTIPLICITY EVENTS

3.1 Granularity

In both central and peripheral collisions one needs to

rharacterize, as completely as possible, each collision on an

tivenf-by-evenf basis. The array efficiency discussed in the previous

section is a prerequisite for such a characterization. Equally

important is the granularity of the array; a very coarse-grained

array would clearly be susceptible to a large number of double hi ts ,

i .e . cases in which two fragments from the same event strike one

detector. Furthermore a coarse-grained array would have a very high
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The fraction f of particles scattered out is calculated in a Monte Carlo
simulation.
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count rale in each detector clement, thereby Uniting the overall

event rate bv pileup considerations. On the other hand, a very

f i ne-gra hied array would be unpractical and uneconomical, both

b."i:.;use of the large number of readout channels, and because the

s.'.iL ter i as;-out losses illscussed earlier would be severe. Solving the

1 •'' ••/r problem would require the detectors to have a larj;e area but

t •> bo placed .n/inv meters fruo the target, necessitating an overly

lirjii" sr'..ii:tjfin;; chamber. The questions of immunity to double hits

.i:iii ni- nul ': inllc ity resolution must therefore be addressed in a

.iM.inf. it-iti'/i: and consistent fashion, and the array granularity

optimized for the nost important types of experiments.

Ouant It ltive calculations of response to h i»h-mnlti.plicity

• :v;::ii:s are best performed by Ilonte Carlo simulations. A computer

pro,;1 ram >r i^inally 'vritten to calculate t'.amsna ray detector response

• ! = is boea nodified for this pnroose .'. Oiven values of source?

f f'T-e rat ure, source- velocitv, fragment inui t tnlici ty, and detector

;-.ra<mlari ry, the prooram provides distributions of fragment energies

' n U'O nnviiii', frame, fragment angular distributions in the moving and

laboratorv frames, and distributions of the events in terms of "fold"

or number of separate detectors trii»«>ered. Unit efficiency, kv.

•; t. .'rad i in solid angle, and constant laboratory frame detector

.•ruuilari ty are assumed. Since realistic source parameters are

neeus-i, we have used the results of Brummond et. al.^), who

measured the velocities and "temperatures" (or energy spectrum slope

parameters) for the throe moving sources in the reaction of 48 MeV/u

" M e on a j»old target.
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3.2 Performance in Peripheral Collision Experiments

In .1 pro jee1: i. !.e ^ulr. i f r ••:•.•, no p. fat io n e x p e r i m e n t , it is important

to f.ol 1r>.:t .-ill Mt\; jc-t i .lo-l: ko c o m p o n e n t s , lo permit r e c o n s t r u c t i o n

>'" :i!'' :•>'"! -. u"-' fr-i^ni^iit. TV.i.-i '-nnsti tutes a m o r e s tr i nj',(>nl~

r..•.:;[ i ri-"UM:l. r,,\ fr t»-1 ;:. r. i n • 11. i r Lty than doos <jvent-by—event e x t r a c t i o n of

i.;1 !'mr!\in.ii:i' (•*- 1) rriult in] i.c i t y. Thoro f ore thtj mult inlicit v

ri'"?!-.• i;is!• 'I'loii-i no1: 1i<> taken -is fln ead in itself, but ratnfi.r as a

:)"i.'.'ii'i.; .'• inr! [•:•!': i riq how well ive avoid d o u b l e h i t s - \'e use t'lî

i:v>vinr- source 15.1raTiot.2rs v = 0.2^ c and T =4.1 M e v . We also assume

'.hut. one 'Vilrforn encounters projectile frai',nent mil t inli cities greater

l.'ian r>. '• T n the data o F figure 5 From the reaction of 40 MeV/u *J on

•1 :.'.:il'i t.-r^ct ''') one. sees tnat the fourfold events are n factor of

2«''!) loss i.ritensR than the twofold events. This is partly because the

•"i.ill ir ray used did not cover the full solid angle for

;r r i ;n:'iii;.;!:. inn; nevertheless the rapid falloff for higher K is

cv i.iî 'it. '1

ri^ure h shows the results op the Montr. Carlo simulation for 500

•••>\:v jec.r. i !e fragmentation events at a number of values of detector

•ranularity, which is expressed in terms of detector half-angle,

-•111 (i.e. one-half the angle subtended by a circular detector).

One sees from panel a) of the figure, that for detectors with an

average half anple, fl\/2 ~ 3°, about 90% of the events are free of

double hits. From the angular distribution in panel b) of the figure

it Ls apparent that most of this double hit probability comes from

the re" [on -J1 ,-tb ^ 20° where the number of particles per solid anj>le

is the greatest. These results have been coupled with a desire to

:;•>!--• i:'i the 'li'ih cou'i?: Lnf, rate fron elastic scattering over many
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Fif.tir.i h. SiraulatLon of projectile-like source events:
a) Mont« Carlo simulation of the number of detectors hit by a typical projectile

frqgn»nt.ition event of multiplicity 5. The response of the array is shown as a
function of the individual detector half-angle.

b) Differential cross section for the particles emitted from a projectile-like source
•it * tenn^ratun? of 4.1 MeV and a velocity of 0.29 C.
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detector? i n s i d e the grazing, angle ( r v p i c a l l y 5-10°) and,

consequent l y , d e t e c t o r s o l i d ang les i n c r e a s e with J i a b * Other

c o n s i d e r a t i o n s inc lude az imurha l symmetry and the e f f i c i e n c y of l igh t

c o l l i e r Ion from the soin?" i H a t o r s . The l a t t e r requirement favors

d e t o c t o c s with widths comparable *o f h e i r l e n g t h s . -\n a r r a y geometry

cons i s t i.iivr of <\ concent r i c r i n g s , each d iv ided i n t o 1 ft segments of

''.'1.V earii s a t i s f i e s the above needs . The dimensions a re l i s t e d in

Tallin ' ' . A'- ti.iv b^ seen fror.i the t a b l e , >\/2 f ° r MAI'S d e t e c t o r s

i n c r e a s e s with i^tp ranging from l e s s than one decree a t very

.u,;rwat"d aiiTles to aboiif" 't dev;r<;es for the outermost rin>T.

3.3 Performance in Central Collision Experiments

Tin? study of central collisions requires selection of

ii,;ij-nn L* ipl tci t y events having no project i le- l ike component. Th>j

i.i!:.>r condition cm bt; assured with a forward array by requiring an

ait Lcoincidence with heam-velocitv part icles near the grazing angle;

tiio former is more d i f f icu l t . The array has been optimized for

io! ji'c.; i le fragmentation experiments. Nevertheless, Monte Carlo

-; i>iul .it i ons demonstrate that it is also possible to characterize

c:'<\'- r:\] collisions on an event-by-event basis by taking advantage of

tiii.' "close ;-;eoinetry" option of the array. With a 1-m distance to the

:.trget, the deractor granularity and the time-of-flight mass

resolut ion degrade by a factor of four. On the other hand, compared

with a projectile fragmentation experiment, a source moving with

ono-half the beam velocity has less stringent requirements in these

quanti t ies . We look now at an intermediate-velocity source

'v = 0.19 c and T = 11.9 MeV, taken from ref. 7) . The efficiency
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TABLE 3: ARRAY GEOMETRY: 8 RINGS OF 16 SEGMENTS EACH

Soti.'i Angle per Detector
ii(?tnctor Ping (sr.) Type

7. - 3

4

6.

22.

30

.5

7 5

10

15

75

. 5

- 6.

- 10

- 15

- 22

- 30

- 38

75

.75

.5

.25

only (fast
plastic)

SY.lT.

phoswich

(fast/slow
plastic)
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factors for the array located one meter from the target were

discussed in section 2; the multiplicity response to 500 simulated

events, each with M = 10, is shown in figure 7 a ) . Again, unit

e!:f i c ienev and •'( n steradi.au solid angle is assumed in the

ca i c 11 at i <>'•>. T-i r.ici:, we '-IH' Fron the nivniiar distribution that

about '^ 'if the emitted Fragments are within the 65° covered bv the

• srri-.'. The d i ? '"ere.nt Lai cross sections (panel b ) , multiplied by the

detector solid an^le, ,̂i.ve a relatively uniform counting rate for

2!'° < i < 65°. The simulated rate for :) < 20° drops rapidly with

ill-.1.: r. '.-:.•; I :\f: values of ) . The limiting, case for multiplicity response

an 1 i.i is t'nerefore taken at J ~ 40°, where the detector hal c-angle

is 7.5°. It is possible to estimate analytically the effect of a 75%

0 f: t" i.i:;. onr;v f.ictor on a multiplicity response curve such as that for

; .r>° in n.-mol a) of the figure. The result is the dashed curve,

;->>>.-ii-:vi n.i: "fold" K = 7.5, with a full width at half Tiaximun

•• jr :-..>s:vind i HIT to + 25"' in multiplicltv. Thus, one can obtain, on an

f\:-.y.)> -Sy-ev'pnt bis is, an approximate value of the ^article

• ii: 1 ' ii1'! i '* i ty to use as a trii>i»er in a central collision e>tp.?r iment.

'"lo.-ij-i. v a measurement of the av.?rai:e mult iolicity .summed over many

I'Vi'iii:1;, aa.nelv <M>, could be obtained with much greater precision by

siv.ply Heconvolut i.n.c, a h ip,h-s tat ist ics multiplicity spectrum).

Co r.hi ni f.)\ the f orward-an^le anticoincidence with a multiplicity

f i "j;f»r and adequate space to mount gas-filled detectors for

1 n! .:r-I'di .it-'-inass fragments provides a powerful central collision

'" n: i li f-.v, matched only at MSI! and GAN1L; of those laboratories, GANTL

r"!. ins exclusively on aF, measurements, and MSU lacks a forward array.
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Figure 7. Simulation of Intermediate—velocity source events:
a) Monte Carlo simulations showing the number of detectors hit by a typical

intermediate-velocity source event of Multiplicity 10. The response of
the array is shown as a function of the individual detector half-angle.
The dashed curve indicates the Multiplicity response when the geometrical
efficiency of the array, evaluated at 75Z, for this reaction is taken Into
account.

b) Differential cross section of the particles emitted from an
intermediate-velocity source at a temperature of 11.9 MeV and a velocity
of 0.19 c.
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4. THE DETECTORS

This section discusses the design of an individual delect or

module, its resolution in E, Z, and A, its neutron response, and its

stabilizat ion svsfem.

4.1 Design

Each detector module located between the angles of 4.5 and 38

di?..;ri}-:?s is a •. K-E telescope consisting of two plastic scint illat ors.

The .-.P. .-.ompontMil- is a "fast" plas! L,-. such as NE-102A or BC-400, and

Che. K detector is a "slow" plastic such as NE-115 or BC-444, which

have decay ' lines on the order of 2.4 ns and 200 ns, respectively.

Tii!1 ' wn scint i llalors are viewed through a Incite light" guide by a

singli1 phot omulMplier tube in a phoswich arrangement similar to Thai

!)inn'"!t»r.?.d by the Berkeley Plastic Ball group.9) A schematic

i. I lust r.it ion of a typical detector module is shown in Figure 8, along

wi.: h ri indication of how a single photomultiplier pulse can be

iiii Hy.r.ii ed ovur two different time windows to obtain values propor-

: i.onal i.n both R and iE. Tlie detector pictured Ls from the annulus

which I'lH'ftK 10 to 15 degrees; note that its sides taper slightly to

io.;iis -i' a 2-m target distance. Phoswiches for the rings forward of

10' a.cxi being manufactured independently of this proposal.

The detectors of the two innermost rings, from 2 to 4.5 degrees

ar<* not phoswich detectors. These are \E detectors only, made of

fas; pi as tic scintillator, 0.5 mm in thickness. Because of total

particle dose and count rate considerations, this detector type has

bî Mi rhosen for the most forward angles. Specific reasons include

: lie reduction in plleup for fast plastic relative to slow plastic
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Figure 8. Schenatic illustration of a typical phoswich detector module of the
array. The lower portion of the figure shows the extraction of E and AE from
the phoswich signal with independent tine windows. Alternatively, the "E" gate
•ay be long («700 ns) and encompass the total E+AE analog signal.
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and the reduction in radiation damage when particles are allowed to

exit i he back, of the detector without stopping.

4.2 Resolution

The response of phoswlch detectors to radiation has been

detailed in a number of publications.10) Our prime concerns

include the defection threshold, determined by the thickness of the

. UJ i?lament, the Z resolution, which is also largely determined by tho

K. thickness (but conflicts with the desire for a low threshold), the

energv resolution which is strongly influenced by light collection,

and 'he mass resolution, which depends on a combination of timing and

. ? a.-.' r;/ v res o 1 u t i o n.

Tin? dp;ection threshold for light ions should fall below 5 MeV

IKM" midion. This is necessary if we wish to observe a significant

nnnbnr of light ions emitted by a mid-rapidity source from a 20 MeV/u

collision. Figure 9 shows the energy losses calculated tor a variety

of ions and energies in a fl.23-mm AE scintillator followed by a 75-mm

!•'. scinf i llator. The black dots indicate the points at which the par-

ticle's range exceeds the thickness of the detector telescope; for

pro.' OILS n d alpha particles this occurs at about 100 MeV per nucle-

oi). The detection thresholds for protons and alpha particles are at

'} and 4 MeV per nucleon, respectively. Equally important is the

array's ability to detect projectile fragments. For yBe, l b 0 , '*lJCa

and ' ' Rr, ! he thresholds are 5, 8, 11, and 12 MeV per nucleon,

respectively. It should be noted that unit resolution in element

number for a heavy ion like /:)Br will not be obtained due both to

saturation effects and dynamic range problems. Phoswich spectra

showing the uniformity possible with four matched detectors are
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75 mm) for various ions.
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displayed in Figure 10. The data are Taken from trials of a

zero-degree fas' /slow phoswich test module built by members of The

MARS collabor.il ion as a four-segment annulus (1.5 mm JE, 76 mm E ) ,

analogous to the 16-segment rings proposed here. A 5 MeV/u 2hSi beam

on 3n aluminum farmer produced she light ion spectra shown in the

fi-.juro. The clenr isotope resolution for hydrogen seen in The figure

•̂LLI not be found in the production array modules because of their

: h i.mier •'•;. However, even for a ,,K detector thinner*!) than those

for MARS, unit Z resolution is obtained for elements heavier than

aluminum, Tn fact, a AE detector of only 0.1 mml2) gives

sat Lsfactory Z resolution in most cases (see Figure 11). We then

have the option, when complete light--ion identification is needed, to

u.i<; the energy information in conjunction with the flight time to

obtain : he mass.

The energy resolution of the detectors is a weighted combination

of ••-.K/.'iK and cK/E. The former term, which is the worse of the

two at- typical values^.lO) of 10-15% for low-amplitude signals,

only contributes significantly to the overall resolution near the

detector threshold. The major component of the energy resolution

come?; from the thick, plastic scinfillator and depends chiefly on the

light collection efficiency. Typical resolution values range from 2

to "5% for light ions of 10-100 MeV/u. Figure 12 shows our measure-

ments^) of the deuteron energy spectrum from the reaction *"H( 4N,

';H)lltN at 6.6 MeV/u. The detector was a phoswich with a 2-inch RCA

4836 phototube. The elastic peak, labeled (A), corresponds to 39-MeV

deutorons and has a full width at half maximum of oE/E = 3.6%. Peaks

(1$), (C), and (D) represent excitations of 2.3, 4.0, and 5.0 MeV

in ' 'N. An energy resolution of 5% is specified for protons and

alpha particles at 50 MeV/u in this proposal.



Figure 10. ЛЕ - E phoswich spectra obtained with our fast/slow phoswich test
«odule built as a four-segment annulus. The three closely spaced bands are Я
isotopes. The top band is due to He.
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Figure 12. Deuteron energy spectrum from the reaction H ( N,
2H)l4N at 6.6 MeV/u obtained with a slow/fast phoswich. Peaks (a),
(b), (c), and (d) correspond respectively to deuterons of 39 MeV
(elastic peak), 36.7 MeV, 35 MeV, and 34 MeV.
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If the energy and time resolution are adequate, a time-of-flight

determination may be made of the particle's mass. The mass of an ion

is proportional to its energy multiplied by the square of its flight

time for a fixod distance. Neglecting minor differences in flight

;! istancfi, this leads to an expression for mass resolution,

j>.ir flight di4tanc.fi is two meters under normal operation and one

'ii-it̂r in "close geometry" mode, used mostly in reactions for which

o.ie would expect somewhat slower fragments. The specified energy

resolution is 52 and the duration of cyclotron beam bursts at our

nr^ot location, specifically chosen for its good timing and focus

>roperties, should fall between 0.25 and 0.5 ns, depending on the

•;ni»cifie beam type and energy. The phoswtch detector timing should

ordinarily be better than 1 ns. Table 4 lists the various values of

.1 -\/A attainable in the large chamber with the phoswich array for

i'li'-e values of overall time resolution. Clearly there is no problem

'••nar.ii. inj; the isotopes of light ions under any circumstances. The

,'iiss resolution for medium-mass fragments at projectile velocity (2—m

r !',.•:he path) and intermediate velocity (1-m path) depends mainly on

the detector timing. Isotopic identification for ions in the oxygen

region is attainable with sub-nanosecond timing. If raass resolution

of heavier ions is needed, specialized detectors can be inserted to

i:ake advantage of the long flight path permitted by the chamber.

n i <̂ h-ros<ilut ton counters, e.g. individual start and stop detectors

fnr timing n<vl Si(Li) detectors or ion chambers for energy could be

i •)': i-o'.'ucod. For example, a system with 0.25 ns overall time

r.'<;oliition and 0.5% energy resolution will give isotopic

; •'. M : r_ i.': ir.at ion for a 5-MeV/u A=100 fragment.
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TABLE 4: MASS RESOLUTION BY TIME-OF-FLIGHT ASSUMING 6E/E = 5Z
FOR 1- AND 2-METER FLIGHT PATHS

- i '-"

MASS KtHSOUiTLON1, A/A, in p e r c e n t
KKA>;. ih:,'T Hl.idHT f o r v a r i o u s assumed v a l u e s of

'•;/ii TLMK ; ine rusolurion:
CU--J) (ns ) t = 0.5 ns ,r = 1.0 ns -t = 2 .5 ns

'->.'. 5.7 8.6

14.8

3 1 . n

45.7

'»-

id

11

5.9

H.O

10.4

8.0

13.5

IS .9

144

f>4 5 .2 5 .9 9 .3

32 5 .9 8.0 16.4

24.3

5.0

5.2

5.9

IT .9

5.2

5.9

8.0

10.8
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4.3 Neutron Response

Though She main purpose of The array is Co detect" charged

oarticles, nor neutrons, there mav be occasions when detection of

coincident neutrons is not only useful, but also feasible with the

irrav proposed here. Spec!roscopy of neutrons provides information

on rhe properties of an emitting source, unperturbed by final-stafe

Cnulnnb Internet ions.

The >rir=mlc scinrillator used for the E detector in the phoswich

modules is thick enough to have a reasonable probability for

in? ercerj' i n* neutrons. Inf ormaf ion about the neutron signals would

i>enil evaluation of neutron emission itself or in some cases

• isxiis.-jiienf of She neutron contamination in the proton spectra.

'•' irf icularlv at higher energies, because of the verv thin <iE

scintLllator the neutron and proton lines are closely spaced in JE-E

si)"i;'ra. Consequently it is desirable *o understand the response of

; h>> (lhoswich to neutrons and investigate the available techniques for

i..ien: if ica: ion of neutron signals. Since a neutron has no charge,

its detection results from the ionization produced by the charged

Tjroducfs of its nuclear interactions. In organic scintillafors these

Interactions nearly always occur with hydrogen and carbon nuclei,

producing protons, alpha particles, heavier ions, and possibly

secondary neutrons, which may interact again if the scintillator size

i.s larger than or comparable to the neutron mean free oath. Figure

1 'J shows typical values of the neutron defection efficiency

calculated from the total light generated in the scintillator. The

.efficiency is defined as the probability Chat the total light

produced in a 10 cm thick BC 444 scintillator is greater than the

trigger threshold. The neutron interaction probability in the thin

Nisi . F, scini i Hat or is negligible.
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The physical dimensions of the phoswich modules (0.23 mm fast aE

and 75 mm slow R scint illators) and the planned mode of operation

with mul; ipa r.nnet er time-of-flight (TOF)and pulse-height recording

would oiMhle us ro explore three complementary techniques for

panicle identification of neutrons:

- Tne .F.-E signal correlarion will disf inquish between the

charged uart'icles and neutrons or gamma-rays. In the case of

neutrons there will, be no signal from ',E due to the negligible

probability of interaction in the thin plastic. The proton

recoils for the E detector will not travel backwards.

However, some alpha particles from the C(n, 3i) reaction may

produce detectable AE signal at higher neutron energies.

Also, practical requirements of a finite signal threshold to

offset electronic noise will limit the range of applicability

of this technique.

- The TOF technique will provide identification between

^articles of different masses and energies. The only

degeneracy would be between protons and neutrons. The 1 and 2

merer flight paths will give adequate TOF separation between

gammas and neutrons. The TOF resolution has been discussed

earlier in this section. The practical limitation of this

technique will be the time resolution of neutron pulses that

come predominantly from the slower E scintillaror.

Furthermore the TOF information above will not identify a

neutron from a proton of the same energy.
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- The pulse height - TOF correlation will provide excellent

separation between the signals from protons and neutrons. The

protons will lose almost all their energy in I he K

scintilla! or divine; a total energy pulse height amplitude of

finite resolution that will be correlated with (he TOF

amplitude. However for neutrons, the probability of complete

<>iv-»r..;v transfer to the recoiling charged part irlo responsible

for the sf.intillit ion is low. Consequently the observed pulse

heights will be much smaller than those for a proton of an

equivalent TOF.

Aav eombiaat ion of the above complementary techniques could be

I'.sod, either on-line or during off-line analyses, to provide

i I >n!ifica!ion of the neutron signals.

Fur '.experiments f hat require information on neutron energy

•iiii'r.: r.i ir may be feasible to replace some of the fas! /slow phoswich

"ii;lu i.i's with sLow/fast modules of equivalent dimensions. This would

ii'triv.-c : he TOF resolution of neutron events.

The overall neutron detection efficiency then depends on the

s:*: :it i M.at or dimensions and on the threshold setting of the

î U'Cf ronics thaf is 'lecessarv to avoid random t riggering on noise.

!'HM oract ir.il. threshold set! inc; will depend on the background

I'Hvi i-onncnl , the beam intensity and, to some extent, the range of the

par! li:le ener<jies. This threshold will also determine the attainable

TDK resolit ion. From experience one expects to be able to establish

r. >ndit ions permitting thresholds as low as 0.25 MeV electron energy

equivalent'.
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The Monte Carlo simulations of ! he efficiencies were made with

I he Kent St v, i? UnivqrslTv Code' ̂) modified at CRNL for a point

source with isotropic -unviiar distributions. This code is widely

used and î ives e<cellen! results for neutron energies up to 400 MeV.

Oomwari so.i of the calculated efficiencies with our previously

wa-;ur<:d (Lone e! . al.''4)) efficiencies of a 13.2 en s! ilbene

•1..-t i?c: iir showed a^r^ement Jo wi'hin 5%. Figure 13 shows 'he

.-.a leu I a: t-d «f t i. ci.enci.es for a 100 rnm thick sclnti llator as a function

• f iHutr'xi cner,;v for various threshold settings. For high energy

•leu; rons, the efficiency of a 75 mn thick plastic will be about three

|.iar!f?rs of those shown in Figure 13. Thus, with a reasonable

t hni'-'.hnl.d se! r ing of about 0.3 MeV electron energy equivalent, the

7'i-nii>! thick II scintillator would (̂ ive a 25% efficiency for neutrons

•>;': I'n-.'.i'tTy between 2 and 40 MeV.

.-'or neutron detection, special considerations will have to be

;iven ' o the oossibil.it y of an increase in the cross talk between the

id.pie.ont defectors due to the production of secondary neutrons from

i:ioi.asMc scattering. The probability of these neutrons generating a

• I'-'' •jr.: able sianal in a neighbouring detector will depend on the

assembly and can be studied in detail with Monte Carlo simulations.

.'a trie peasant setup, because of the relatively small thickness, 75

Tin, of the detectors, large flight paths and high neutron energies,

t he cross talk is not expected to be severe. In any case, the data

analysis will provide a mechanism to veto any signal having an

adjacent detector triggering for elimination of the potential cross

talk events.
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4.4 Stabilization and Calibration

Seiim and r e l i a b l e ope ra t i on of the lart ie a r r a y of phoswich

Hetcc i i i f i w i l l require? n mechanism for cal ihra!~ion and s t a b i l i z a t i on

• I,1-' ,'tic r iine -ln.-j cntir-'v s i g n a l s . The l ight out nut of o rgan ic

-i.'irii i ! 1 at nrs is n.v Linear in t ho energy l o s s when the i o n i z a t i o n

DIT =IIII r aa! li is larjiu. In a d d i t i o n the energy c a l i h r a r i o n can

rh.ir. M' because of gain d r i f t s in The pilot orault i p l i e r due t o

' f!:Ti;ii;r-i: iiri? changes a r i l.ar^e count r a t e f l u c t u a t i o n s . Because of

: he l:icf*e spa t i.i L dimensiorts of the array and low i n t r i n s i c

e f f i c i e n c i e s of the p l a s t i c s c i n t i l l a t o r s for . - r a v s , use of

r ill Loacr Lvo sources Is i m p r a c t i c a l for the purpose of c a l i b r a t i o n or

->! a h i. I i 7. a i" i o n.

We p .̂-in. to use an o n t i c a l svsrera shown in Firjure 14 fo r

..•a'. i bra? ion and £ain s t a b i l i z a t i o n of the a r r a y . The svstem i s

;i'"!il.ir to that of baptist insky e! a l . ^ ) For long- te rm s t a b i l i t y ,

i nw hi-T|) volt ago to each o h o t o m u l t i p l i e r i s c o n t r o l l e d via CAMAC with

-i>ri>reuce .' o a l igh t s ignal , from a blue LED ( e » ^ . Siemens

M->-r>410-HO1). Because of the larf?e dynamic range of l i ^ h t output

ris-jiiired s e v e r a l LED's may be r e q u i r e d . The o u t p u t s of t he se LED's

•aid the fvp i ca l f i b r e o p t i c coupl ing a re monitored v ia the s t a b l e

!'IN's for comparison and normalization. Each LED output can be

cal ibra ted in terms of the sc in t i l l a t ion from a radioactive source.

The LED's can be pulsed for setup and calibration of the timing

signals and the delays between the array modules.
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5. SCATTERING CHAMBER

5.1 Design

The scat;ering chamber for MARS is a horizontal-axis cvlinder,

3 meters in diameter and 3.7 meters in length. Tho specification

• Iriwin,̂  is shown in Figure 15. Its basic dimensions were dictated by

the -iizi-> of the phoswich nrray, by the need for a 2-m flight path,

nivi by ' 1H> soace requirements of gas-filled detectors for use in

cnj.'ii:i.<h>nce with the ^rray. The chamber can also accept experiments

unrelated to the array. For example, large area avalanche counters

can h= placed more than a meter from the target, even at j > 90°.

TIIP chamber", configured in much the same way as the Nautilus at

;ANU,, has the flexibility to accommodate future developments in

•if.r >?cl or technology and new experimental directions.

i'nt.ry into the chamber is through a manhole near the beam port.

The r>>i!.ire front end of the chamber is flanged and may be removed to

ICCRSS the array and mount equipment. The chamber specifications are

ilet.al. led in Appendix I. These contain a rather comprehensive set of

requirements in terms of materials, construction methods, internal

finish, cleanliness, documentation, quality assurance, and high

vacuum performance. Of some technical interest is the field weld .of

' wo chamber sections to be performed on site bv the manufacturer.

This delivery in sections is necessary in order to bring the very

large vacuum vessel through the permanent concrete passageways

leading to the target area.

5.2 Vacuum System

The quality of the chamber vacuum system is of great

importance. A slow pumpdown cycle can cause loss of valuable beam

: ime when a modification is required during a run. A poor chamber



Figure 15. Specification drawing of the vacuum chamber.
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vacuum can lead to high-voltage breakdowns in compact detector

geometries and in cases when up to 50 kV must be applied to the

target assembly for suppression of secondary electrons. It can also

lead to pollution of the high quality vacuum of the TASCC beam

transport system. A good vacuum is necessary if time-zero triggers

that ar° based on electron multipliers are to be used. Cleanliness

of the system is also a prime concern since contaminant buildup,

chiefly of hydrocarbons, can be a significant problem in nuclear

reaction studies. While high-energy, relatively light projectiles

permit use of targets that are thick relative to the potential

impurity buildup, the effect can never be completely neglected, and

can be severe for thin target work. An oil-free system is therefore

needed. A schematic illustration of the system proposed is shown in

Figure 16. In order to evacuate the 26 000 L vessel from atmospheric

pressure to 13 pascals (100 millitorr) in one hour or less, an

average effective pumping speed of more than 65 L/s over that

pressure range is needed. A number of roughing systems with average

pumping speeds near 100 L/s for air have been considered, including a

custom-built carbon vane/sorption system (see Figure 17) and various

two-stage mechanical pumps coupled to roots blowers and equipped with

traps to prevent backstreaming of oil vapor. Though a final decision

has not yet been made, the major options are rather close in price.

Our criteria for the high-vacuum system are: i) no oil

contamination, ii) attainment of specified 1.3 x 10 Pascal (1 x

10" Torr) base pressure in a clean, empty chamber, iii) pumpdown to

6.6 x 10"4 Pascal (5 x 10~b Torr) in less than 4 hours for a
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fully "loaded" chamber, including one hour for roughing, and iv)

routine attainment of 1.3 x 10" Pascal (1 x 10 Torr) after a day

or mort? of pumping under normal experimental conditions. These

criteria reflect the characteristics of the vacuum system for our

i'.-cistini; 1.75 m chamber. It is therefore possible to estimate the

pumping requirements for the MARS chamber by scaling up the gas load

:>F the existing facility by an appropriate factor. For the large

chamber, the increase in Interior surface area is a factor of five,

and In number of detectors, cables, phototubes, and bases it is a

factor of foar. Various other quantities were considered, and a

fivju i r-iA pumping speed of 12000 L/s for air deduced. This can be

provided by cryogenic capture pumps, which require some safety

precautions (see Appendix IT.) or by turbomolecular pumps, which

require some precautions to avoid oil contamination. While Figure 16

-;howM these requirements being filled by four large cryopumps, a

combination of the two types of pumps is also being considered.

5.3 Mechanical Supports

A crucial part of anv design involving a large vacuum chamber

concerns the structure on which the experiment itself is to be

supported. Because order-of-magnitude variations in cross section

can occur within a fraction of a degree in scattering angle, an

accuracy of 0.05° is specified Ln the positioning of detection

apparatus. Accordingly it is required i) that the initial position

of any detector be known to a tolerance of 1 ram, it) that subsequent

deflection of the detector support and alignment structure be less

than 1 mm, independent of loading, and iii) that neither the target

nor thp detectors must shift relative to the incident beam from
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deformation of the steel vacuum chamber upon evacuation. A set of

"hard points" his therefore been designed for the chamber. These are

r.Lx supports, fixed to the building floor and penetrating the steel

vacuum shell, which form the lens of a massive steel table (see

îi'ur.- ]!',). T'IO vu:uo"i ai: f:ho penetration, points is maintained with

hollows, -vM.c.h '.I'.ivt; the chamber Tree to deform under pressure, witli

iici ..>;"'\jr!. on rir,;e!: or detector alignment. The chamber itself rests

i ivioprMidt'-iuly on tho rloor of the build in.". The target assembly and

any user-provided detector systems are attached to the table.

'•'ovonent of the array occurs O'i two linear bearings, giving a choice

.>!• tai'Rcr.-.irr-iv distances nr, well .is a means of removing the array.

6. ELF.CTRONT.CS

A modular ri[,ip,ram of the array electronics is shown in Figure

L'-J . Our aim has been to decide very early in the electronic

,:r-••I:.K>-.S 1'if; of an event whether that event is to be accepted or

r- •._':';or!;o.(i. Processing of events that do not fulfill our criteria can

:'.i:n bo terminated before any 'Jif>lt:at conversion has started.

.;h.uvr,<-'; of the conditions imposed on each event should also be easily

•. .vspl'1 aenlcvl and verified.

?h:i plectronic circuit shown in Figure 19 can be broken down

i nt.o fivj major areas: i) the initial treatment of each phototube

si final; ii) the trigger logic, iii) the time determination, iv) the

determination of AS and R, and v) inclusion of other detectors. Each

of those major areas are discussed in more detail in the following

r'i.vf: paragraphs •
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Figure 18. One of the six "hard points" which support the nsslve steel
table and the detectors. These "hard points" allow the detectors and target to
be aligned independently of the chamber walls, which will defoni under
ataospheric pressure. «««•«



Figure 19. The front end electronics for MARS.
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6.1 Initial Signal Treatment

The output from the phototube is amplified without any

pulse-shaping by a Fast amplifier with two outputs. One of these

analog signals is analysed by a constant fraction discriminator (CFD)

and trie resulting logic outputs are used for trigger and time

information. The other is fanned out and fed to the AE and E

digit i^ers.

6.2 Trigger

The trigger logic is separated into two parts, that for the

12 thin plastic detectors of the two inner rings and that for the 96

fast-slow plastic sandwiches of the outer six rings. In both cases

all CFi) outputs are connected to an analog summing module. This

module generates an analog output that is increased by 50 mV for each

present NIM logic level input. The analog output is analysed by a

discriminator. Multiplicity criteria can therefore be set

independently for the two inner rings of detectors and the six outer

rings- Alternatively, the CFD outputs from both types of rings may

be connected to the same analog summing module and a single

multiplicity criterion imposed. An event that passes the array

multiplicity criteria will be presented to a logic unit (LU) where

other selected criteria, such as the presence of other detector

signals and the availability of the digitizers, are imposed. One

input channel to the LU is derived from the cyclotron RF. The width

of this input is set to be very narrow, whereas all others are

stretched. The RF timing pick-off will be adjusted so that this

narrow input arrives after the other stretched detector inputs. The
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coincidence condition for this LU will thus be fulfilled with the

arrival of the RF pulse. The output will then be timed with respect

to cyclotron RF irrespective of any time jitter in the detector

inputs. The output, from the LU is fanned out and used to derive the

gates for all digitizers as well as to provide a signal to the time

determination circuit.

6.3 Time

A LeCroy FERA system will be used to digitize the signals from

the detector. While the charge integration of those fast digitizers

is ideal for phototube energy signals, no compatible time-to-digital

converter can run at the same rate. Therefore, a time-to-charge—

converter (TQC), started by the master trigger and stopped by the

individual detector, delivers to the FERA an amount of charge

proportional to the elapsed time. Note that the various electronic

propagation delays allow the FERA gate to come on before the TQC

pulse arrives. The common FERA gate width is set by a logic unit;

positioning of this gate relative to the signal is with a single

cable delay. A 128-channel delay of 300 ns in the "stop" of the TQC

puts the time peak in the middle of a 500 ns window. If shorter time

windows are required, the custom built 128-channel delay should be

adjusted accordingly.

6.4 AE and E

The analog signal from the fast amplifier is delayed and fanned

out two ways. Since the arrival times of particles within a single

event can vary by as much as 50 ns, the AE part of the signal, which

comes from the fast plastic part of the phoswich, is isolated with a

linear gate positioned as a 30 ns window on the leading edge of the
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analog signal. The resulting gated analog signal is then fed to the

AE digitizer (FERA), while the ungated analog signal is fed to the E

digitizer. The common AE and E FERA gate positions and widths are

set by a GG 8000 gate and delay unit. The analog signals must be

delayed in order that the FERA gates arrive before the signals. The

width of the E gate will be set at about 700 ns to integrate the

total AE + E analog signal. The AE gate width will be about 100 ns

to accommodate the jitter in signal arrival times, though the fast

analog AE signal has already been "pregated" and will only be about

30 ns wide.

6.5 Other Detectors

These detectors are labeled OD on the diagram. They do not form

a part of the proposal, but the ability of the array to handle

coincidences with additional instruments does. Fast detectors pose

no particular problems; their logic can be merged with the array

logic in the logic unit and the master trigger can be used to

generate their ADC gates. Slow detectors, on the other hand, cannot

be integrated with the forward array trigger logic. For these, a

scheme like that illustrated at the bottom of the diagram must be

implemented. A fast multiplicity requirement has to be met for the

array and when it is fulfilled, that event goes ahead, though the

status of the slow detectors is not yet known. If after a specified

time, no slow detector signal has been received, then the array event

in progress must be cleared by the ADC/QDC fast clear. This is

accomplished by splitting the array master trigger in two. One

signal is stretched to about 5 ps; the other is delayed by 4 ps and

both are fed into a logic unit which is set to a twofold coincidence
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requirement. If nothing else happens, then the requirement will be

fulfilled after 4 us and a fast clear issued. However, if a slow

detector signal is detected during these 4 ys, the logic unit is

vetoed and the event is allowed to continue.

7. DATA ACQUISITION

7.1 Design

Speed and versatility are the most important properties of an

acquisition system for a large, multidetector array. It must be fast

enough to handle the anticipated data rate and it must have the

flexibility to operate in a variety of modes, ranging from serving as

a simple pipeline to tape, to performing sophisticated preprocessing

of the data. The data acquisition parameters and logic circuits

should therefore be under computer control. Commercial availability,

particularly of the more complex components, is highly desirable.

The front-end electronics have been discussed in the previous

section. Here we consider the on-line computer system (a Perkin

Elmer 3230), a microcomputer for monitoring and control, the data

acquisition microprocessor, and the CAMAC logic and data stream.

7.2 The TASCC Data Acquisition Computer

The TASCC on/off line data acquisition system is based on a

Perkin Elmer 3230, 32-bit minicomputer. The present hardware

configuration is summarized in Table 5. The software is a modified

version of the system developed at ORNL^^) for the Holifield Heavy

Ion Research Facility. It is capable of high speed data rates,

writing c500 KB/s to magnetic tape (6250 bpi). A second computer

system for expanded on-line and off-line capabilities is planned for

installation in 1988-89 if funding is approved. Both computer
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TABLE 5: TASCC DATA ACQUISITION COMPUTER SYSTEM
HARDWARE CONFIGURATION

Perkin Elmer 3230 CPU 16MB, WCS, FPP

4 disk drives =1 GB total

4 Mag rapes: two — 800/1600

two — 800/1600/6250

7 Vision 2000 Terminals (RS 232 interface)

1 Printronix Line Printer (parallel interface)

2 Chromatics Color Graphics terminals (CAMAC interface)

1 TRILOG hardcopy plotter/printer (CAMAC interface)

2 Modgraphs (Tektronix 4014 emulators) (RS 232 interface)

2 JORWAY 432 CAMAC Interfaces:

2 parallel branches (data rates 500KB/sec to tape)

1 serial highway

Several custom built CAMAC modules

General purpose Data Scanner 16 ADCs (singles/coin)

General purpose CAMAC acquisition system (CAB Microprocessor)
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systems will have the necessary speed and data analysis capabilities

to handle the type of data that would be generated by MARS. Links

from the data acquisition hardware to the Perkin Elmer 3230 would be

provided via a parallel CAMAC highway for high-speed transmission of

data and via a serial highway for control, downloading of programs to

the data acquisition microprocessor and other low-speed transmission

requirements (see Figure 20).

7.3 Local Computer

Functions such as calibration, phototube voltage setting and

stabilization, monitoring, and control of CAMAC would best be

performed with a local computer. These functions could also be

performed through the main acquisition computer; however, that would

severely restrict facility software development and testing during

times when the 3230 was in use for other experiments. With the

availability of inexpensive, reliable microcomputers with

standardized interfaces (RS-232, CAMAC, etc.), adaptation of a "PC"

so these tasks becomes a viable and cost-effective option.

7.4 Data Acquisition Microprocessor (CAMAC Branch Driver)

The microprocessor coordinates the data taking-cycle for each

event. It performs standard CAMAC functions as well as numerical and

logical functions and finallv outputs formatted data to the host

computer. A variety of such devices exists, ranging from glorified

CAMAC crate controllers to rather sophisticated bit-slice

microprocessors.

The LeCroy 4805 CAB (CAMAC JJooster) was chosen three years ago

as the standard microprocessor for CAMAC-based data acquisition

systems at TASCC. Its most complex application so far has been as
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the microprocessor for the 8iT Spectrometer^). Other front-end

microprocessors are available commercially; however, the CAB meets

the requirements for the array, fits with the existing TASCC on-line

computer architecture, and offers the benefits of proven hardware and

software developed for the very successful 8TT acquisition system.

Nevertheless, alternatives, such as devices based on the very fast

Motorola MC68020, will be carefully considered.

7.5 The CAMAC Data Stream

As indicated in section 6, the array signals are digitized in a

LeCroy Fast Encoding and Readout ADC (FERA) system, selected because

its charge integrating function is well suited for a fast-slow

plastic combination arid because of its performance in applications

involving multiparameter data acquisition. It is already used in the

SIT spectrometer and has been chosen for the MSU 4TT Array-^) and

DELF,19) the new letector system for heavy fragments which is being

developed at GANIL.

The FERA is a high speed charge integrating analog to digital

converter with a gate width variable from 50 to 2000 ns. The

important features are: 1) high density: 16 channels per CAMAC

module, 2) fast conversion: 10 bits in 5 ps, 3) fast readout:

10 MHz via a front panel ECL port in zero suppressed mode, 4) fast

external clear, and 5) fast preprocessing via commercially available

logic and arithmetic firmware (e.g. LeCroy 4418 16-Channel

Programmable Logic delay/fan-out, LeCroy 2372 memory Lookup unit

64K-bit, LeCroy 2375 Data Stack Module 256 by 16-bit memory, LeCroy

2365 Octal Logic Matrix 16 by 8 ) .
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Figure ?'• shows schematically the flow of data from the FERAs to

t riple-porr memories (TPM) connected directly to rhe micro-processor

and to ECL logic and arithmetic firmware for a first stage of

preprocessing. This permits fast clear decisions and storage on tape

of higher-order, computed parameters, such as hit patierns,

multiplicity, charge, mass, and energy, which could be generated by

lookup tables in the MLUs.

The block diagram of a preliminary design of the preprocessing

ECL firmware is shown in Figure 21. Pairs of AE and time data words

flow simultaneously in parallel streams into two triple port memories

(labelled I and 2) connected to the data-acquisition microprocessor

through an internal private bus. A memory look up unit: (LRS MLU

i'372, labelled number I) is used to compare 7-bit ADC identifier

words, synchronizing the flow of AE energy-time pairs and rejecting

i hose tfhere the time or AE energy data words are missing. The

'Jntaflow timing synchronization and logic will be done with a

nrottrammahlc logic unit (LRS Octal Logic Matrix OLM 2365) to allow

!h'> dataflow logic to be adapted to various experimental situations

A'ithout rewiring. The memory lookup unit labelled 2 in Figure 21

applies a digital window to all time data words which can be

individually specified for each detector. The main purpose of these

gates is to reject pile-uo events from the computed hit pattern and

multiplicity. If the time channel window is satisfied (T-OK in

Figure 21) then the Bit Pattern and Multiplicity module uses the 7

bit ADC identifier to update a hit pattern and multiplicity register.

The readout method used for the AE and time data modifies the

d-*ta words received from the FERAs so that the module number (7 bits)
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and data (9 bits) can be packed Into one 16-bit word. Since 10 bits

(1024 channels) are required for the energy signals, the unmodified

FF.RA data words will be transferred directly to the TPM labelled 3

via a dual port KCL multiplexer module which is also used to transfer

the hit pattern and multiplicity data words after all FERA data words

have been sent.

7.6 Data Rates

The TASCC PE 3230 computer is capable of acquiring and writing

data on magnetic tape at a rate of about 250K 16-bit words per

second. For a typical central collision array event, involving a

heavy fragment and 5-10 light charged particles, each with one AE,

one energy, and one time parameter, about 30 16-bit words would be

required. This corresponds to a maximum data rate of 8000 events per

second at the limit of the computer. The FERA system deadtime would

be less than 100 us per event, i.e. comparable to the on-line

computer dead time.

8. BUDGET AND SCHEDULE

The budget for MARS can be separated into three components: (i)

chamber and supports, (ii) detectors, and (iii) electronics and

acquisition. In making the cost estimates shown here, we have

adjusted any earlier quotes or prices to correspond to dollars of the

year 1987. The costs were summarized in Part T of this proposal

(Table 2 ) .

8.1 Chamber and Supports

The vacuum chamber, with associated mechanical support

structure, vacuum pumps, etc. will be owned by AECL. Costs are

indicated in Table 6. Three Canadian manufacturers have bid on the

fabrication of the large vacuum vessel. Based on the information
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contained in those quotations, the Plant Design Division of AKCL,

Chalk River recommends that we budget S233 330 plus 10% contingency,

for the chamber purchase- Fabrication and materials costs for the

support structure, including "hard points", table, linear bearings,

and carriage have been quoted by the AECL Workshops, Estimating and

I'liinniiu; Hranch at 364 000 with 20% contingency specified by them.

The mounting bracket to hold and align the 128 detectors with an

individual adjustable tile for each has been designed and costed at

$116 000 with a 20% contingency. That amount includes $10 000 for

surveyors and other specialists to do the labor-intensive procedure

of mounting and aliening each detector. Preparation of the site for

the chamber (plumbing and electrical work) movement of the chamber

into the target room, surveying, installation of support hardware,

and the cost of the beam exit line from the chamber total $37 000.

Quotations for four high-capacity cryopuraps with stainless steel

valves were received from a prospective supplier in 1986. Including

taxes and correction for dollars of the year, this gives $41 608 per

pump plus 10% for contingency. A roughing system with the

cleanliness and power demanded of this application costs $37 000. A

variety of components yet to be designed, including vacuum plumbing,

gauges, signal feedthrus, interlocks, target assembly, etc. add up to

about $40 000. Plant Design Division of AECL has already completed

work costing $21 200 which is not included in this proposal and has

already been paid by Nuclear Physics Branch. Detailed drawings,

mechanical design, and engineering required for fabrication is

estimated by them at $57 750. The total cost of the chamber,

supports, pumps, and associated components is $751 580 plus a

contingency amount of $110 330 which represents 14.6%.
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TABLE 6: COST ESTIMATES FOR CHAMBER AND SUPPORTS

COMPONENT COST SUBTOTAL CONTINGENCY

57 750 57 750 11 550 (20%)i-'.ii;-1. i nocr i'if. aivl d ra F r. i. n<\

|V;1 iv-.Tl.vl ;>.-!.:•.-.

!•• '•• P . s : i i . ' S !;.•!••:

.'.' )!•;"•!" nil i i n . w i t s

;:'!'»;' :T< (PAR:"-' P'HTrS, (

183 000

34 770

15 560

JRTAH", PATLS, TABLE)

K*shi ,-,iu:> an-! F;ihrL-icition 43 000

21 000

;•'•>:•'. ^n-KT-y) *, A U ' ^ T M I ^ T srurcniRK

M , . . - ' - , i ^ j v ; ••< ? i ; - - - - a L i o n «« 500

", > ' . ••"!.;;•; 17 500

-,...,. .,,.;:..-,^-,.yrro.V u IMS

.':.:•- • •v ih . i i i s t , o l r t c . t r l c . ; i l work

••'•.>'.• T< iin;; 1.1 i o n '"h-inSor

''--•' i M ' : . i n i p t s . , r a i l s , e t c .

u in .'.-.:i!: l i n e , p e d e s t a l , dump

j ; i_•;fs v\CTM PUMPS w/GATE VALVES

'.lc !. i v'c red p r i o.e

!• ."v P ';.-xles t a x

iViinrrl PU_MPIN(i _SY_STE_M

Wel.di.no & Fabrication

Materials & components

VAC. PLUMB ING, FEEDTHRU PANELS, MISC.

Labor 20 000

Materials 20 000

TOTAL CHAMBER & SUPPORTS

7

10

7

13

139

26

11

26

000

000

000

000

900

600

000

000

233 330 23 330 (10%)

64 000 12 800 (20%)

10 000 116 000 23 200 (20%)

37 000 7 400 (20%)

166 500 16 650 (10%)

37 000 7 400 (20%)

40 000 8 000 (20%)

751 580 110 330
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8.2 Detectors

The detectors will be owned by the Universities (NSERC). Their

costs are detailed in Table 7. It is proposed to buy the phototubes

and sci.ntill.ntor materials from commercial suppliers, but to cut and

polish the detectors at the Universities. The workspace and labor to

do this will, be a contribution of the individual universities, rather

than by N'Sf'RO. The technical manpower to assemble and test the

detectors will be supported by an NSERC infrastructure grant (see

accompanying request), and does not constitute a portion of this

Major Installation Grant request. Scintlllator costs are taken from

budget estimates by n. supplier and will be confirmed by quotations.

Phototube prices are taken from quotation competitions and costs for

other components from recent catalogues. ( Note that only about 100

detsctors need to be manufactured, since the phoswich detectors for

rings 1 ind 4 of the array will be constructed independently of this

proposal in a shared U. Laval-AECL endeavor and will be used with

existing electronics as a miniature forward array.) Total costs for

detector materials is $243 100; a contingency factor of 15% has been

applied to all items.

8.3 Electronics

Electronics costs are listed in Table 8. In general the

electronics will be owned by the universities. An exception is a

portion of the items under the category "custom-built". These will

bo built In the university and AECL, laboratories; the AECL component

is marked by asterisks in the table. Commercially available items

carry a contingency of 10%; custom built items require 30%. The

total electronics cost is $648 756, with a contingency of $106 396

(which constitutes an average of 16.4%).
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TABLE 7: COST ESTIMATES FOR DETECTOR MATERIALS3)

(All items include 9% Quebec Sales Tax)

COMPONENT QUANTITY COST

/>lov.' sri ntt 11 atoi"

Fa^t scint Llintor

MULTm.TER TUBES_

1 1/2" tubes

}" tubes

'j" tubes

Shields, sockets, materials

0TH3R n^TECTOR COMPONENTS

i.ucitt;

Optical cement, ji^s, etc.

6.0 m''

5.5 m'

0.8 m

71 800

34 600

12 400

4 000

CONTINGENCY

(all 15Z)

10 770

5 190

35

13

50

6

18

89

7

300

000b)

000

000

2

13

1

945

700

350

050

1 860

600

TOTAL DETECTOR MATERIALS 243 100 36 465

a) 32 phoswich detectors compatible with the array are being built

independently of this proposal. Their costs are not included In

this table.

b) Estimate,
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TABLE 8: ARRAY ELECTRONICS COSTS

Units costs include quantity discounts where applicable, and Quebec
sales tax Cor all commercial items. Items marked by an asterisk will
lie owned by AF.CL. For both the FERA and the CFD components, which
are required in large numbers, two modules more than required by the
minimum stjtup will bo purchased.

COMPONENT MODEL QUANTITY UNIT COST TOTAL COST

'•'".•< A

r'i:,RA !'iv
;->>-.;

C\H
•Ir-.!';!?

•.2 Cii::troU,ir

•-.'I C o n t r o l l e r
:, u.cii

• • • - :

••!>.;!

'ILM

I:;:L M*;\

M ; nni:f-:;rn

.""••'•, Ki'-'O

•,RS 4 300
i.'.̂ S 4 3 0 1

LRS 4302
LRS 4305
nirla 5000

Jo 74
r/55 2371
r.̂ S 44IS
L'?3 21/2
7_PC; 236 5

CM«to:n
Custom

24
3
3
1
5
3
1
9

o

9

9

1.
1
1

4263
29 58
4891

19302
320 L

1692
2038
2443
4940
3144
3204
2000
2000
2HO0

102312
8874

14673
19302

16005
5076
2038
4886
9880
6288
6408
2000
2000
2000

A
OKI)

!) ' • S C

( !!

! • • • ' *

GO

r;r>
Cr.-ite

U!

PS 776
PS 714
i.ws 821

LRS 365
U*S 429
ESN 8000
LRS 222
OR 4O2D
LRS 622

9
34
1
1
T

1
1
6
1

1902
3459
2267

2050
287 5
4060
2628
2289
2010

17118
117606

2267

2050
5750
4060
2628

13734
2010
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TABLE 8: ARRAY ELECTRONICS COSTS continued

CUSTOM BUILT (17.8 CHANNELS EACH OF:)

TQC
'•1 i x e r

Linear >.̂ ato
Splitter
'Way (200 ns)

y (300 ns)
ropc !.;:>•; stnhil. *, o.illh. systerc

HV

27 000*
5 000*

30 000
13 700
16 400*
19 500*
40 000

M.i i aT
I'O'ls

CAMAC

ra

i

&

liter Face

CONTROL

LRS
LRS

HV 1449E
1443/12
2132

1
11
1

15432
3199
2350

15
35
2

432
189
350

MLecnr.omp'.iter Compaq 386 1
CAMAC interface 1
Crate coatroller 1

q with
coanoctors

-i ck s • \T 1th fans

Custom 2000

17000
3000
1500

25

930

17
3
1

50

3

000
000
500

000

720

648 756

'•:.:;.\T? "iCKMCY 7, for conmerc Lsl, 30% for custom built) 106 396
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CRNL SPECIFICATION 13547-SP-O1

Equipment: High Vacuum Chamber

1. SCOPE

This specification covers the requirements for procurement of a high
vacuum chamber for a multi-particle detector system to be installed at
the Chalk River Nuclear Laboratories. The scope of supply Includes
the design, fabrication, inspection, testing and delivery of the
chamber.

2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

ASME Boiler and Pressure Vessel Code, Section VIII, Division 1.
CRNL Drawing E-13547-SK-2, Rev. 0.

3. REQUIREMENTS

3.1 Design Pressure:

3.2 Design Temperature:

3.3 Operating Pressure:

3.4 Bake-out Temperature:

3.5 Corrosion Allowance:

3-6 Registration:

3.7 Materials of Construction:

Full Vacuum

300°F

1 x 10~6 torr

300°F

None

Not Required

Materials used in construction shall have outgassing rates suitable
for high vacuum service. Carbon steel shall not be used inside the
vessel. The shell, heads, flanges and nozzles shall be fabricated
from stainless steel type 304. Elastomer 0-rings, if used, shall have
gas permeability rates equal to or lesser than Viton-A. Copper, if
used, shall only be OFHC grade.

3.8 Welding:

Particular care shall be exercised in the design of weldments to avoid
virtual leaks. Welding practices shall be suitable for high vacuum
service. Wherever possible, components shall be welded on the vacuum
side of a joint to eliminate the possibility of trapping gas in cracks
or collecting dirt in crevices. Double butt joints shall be avoided.
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If welds are required on both sides of a joint for strength, the
strength weld shall be on the outside and made intermittently. The
Inner weld shall be continuous and, where feasible, be of single
pass design.

3.9 Finish:

All interior surfaces of the vessel shall be polished to an
equivalent of No. A (150-180 grit) finish. All inner welds shall be
ground smooth and polished to match adjacent finish- As an option,
the supplier shall quote for a No- 2B finish on all interior
surfaces.

3.10 Cleaning:

All interior surfaces, internal components and flange faces shall be
scrupulously cleaned employing a multi-stage procedure. The
following steps shall be included as a minimum:

a) Remove visible contaminants mechanically

b) Clean with synthetic detergent

c) Rinse with hot distilled water

d) Rinse with acetone

e) Wipe with alcohol-soaked cloth

f) Dry in warm air.

Exterior surfaces shall be reasonably clean.

3.11 Leak Testing:

3.11.1 Helium Leak Test: The high vacuum chamber assembly or all of
its sub-assemblies shall be helium leak tested using a
purchaser-approved procedure. The acceptance criterion shall
be a maximum leak rate of 1 x 10"' std.cc/s.

3.11.2 Pressure Rise Test: The assembled chamber shall be pumped
down to a pressure of 1 x 10~7 torr, using a purchaser-
approved procedure. The pump shall be valved off and .the
rate of increase in pressure shall be recorded from a base of
1 x 10~6 torr. The time interval for the pressure to rise by
an order of magnitude, i.e. to 1 x 10"^ torr, shall not be
less than 75 minutes.
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3.12 Documents:

General arrangement drawings of the vessel shall be submitted
to the purchaser for acceptance and such acceptance obtained
prior to scheduled start of construction. Four (4) copies of
certified dimensional drawings shall be sent to the purchaser
prior to shipment of the vessel.

Leak, testing and cleaning procedures shall also be submitted
to the purchaser for acceptance prior to use.

3.13 Special. Requirements:

The CRNL drawing noted in paragraph 2 shows a field weld
between shell sections in order to facilitate the
installation of the vessel. The supplier shall take this
requirement into account and propose the most practical and
cost-effective method of accomplishing che leak testing
requirements at either the supplier's plant or the
purchaser's site.

As an option, the supplier shall quote on the following
basis:

a) Design, fabricate, inspect and test the chamber using a
temporary weld in place of the field weld shown.

b) Remove the temporary weld and refurbish the weld preps
following successful completion of leak tests.

c) Deliver the vessel in two sections, to be rewelded on site
by purchaser.

QUALITY ASSURANCE

The supplier shall apply a Quality Inspection Program as specified
in CSA Standard Z299.4 that will assure the purchaser that
materials, inspection and documentation fully meet the requirements.
The purchaser shall have the right of access to the supplier's
premises for verification of technical and quality assurance
requirements.

PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY

The supplier shall preserve and package the product according to the
best commercial practice. The vessel shall be shipped in a sealded
condition to prevent recontamlnation of interior surfaces.
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APPENDIX II SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS FOR CRYOGENIC CAPTURE PUMPS

A. HAZARDS:

Cryonunips are capture pumps. Therefore, if Toxic or explosive

^ases are pumped Miese; could accumulate in significant quantities in

;he uump and, without proper precautions, a dangerous situation could

result , In the MARS vacuum system, the only substantial sources of

£."i;*<>s oilier than air are the detectors and their associated gas

line>*. Toxic Rases -ire not used; however, hydrocarbons (e.g. meth-

ane, isobutane) are common components of counter gases. When these

vw-irts enter the vacuum system, there is no immediate danger of explo-

sion since air is not present. The gases are then captured by the

.'Mid head. Thus, a hazard could arise upon warming UD of the cold

'u»a;! as hydrocarbon gases are released in a mixture with air. (Since

N. is released before CV. during the warming of a pump and since 0^ is

!u-\7i'; M counter gas, oxvgen-enrlched mixtures will not occur.) The

'. ini:s of inflammability, in percent by volume at atmospheric pres—

sur-.-, ire 5-15% for methane in air and 1.8-8.4% for isobutane in

• ii.r. If these mixtures were present and were ignited, an explosion

could occur. Events that might: release such mixtures include:

- normal pump warmup and purge

- power failure

- nump failure
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B. MANUFACTURER'S RECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that in order to pump explosive gases safely,

one should:

- eliminate any source of ignition (e.g. ion gauges, high
voltage) between the pump head and the high vacuum valve.

- vent relief valve through a sealed "path into a controlled
environment."

- clearly mark pumps to indicate potential hazard.

C. PRECAUTIONS FOR MARS VACUUM SYSTEM

Two members of the CRNL Radiation and Industry Safety Branch

i« ru consulted upon installation of the existing 1.75 m scat-

tering chamber, which also is used with potentially explosive counter

jVises and cryopuinps. They inspected the explosive gas-vent line

•V>i.ag to the roof of the TASCC complex and recommended its use. The

MARS vacuum system will also couple into this line. The following

precautions will be incorporated:

- no spark sources between pump head and gate valve.

- cryopurap vent valves couple directly to explosive gas vent

line.

- explosive gas-vent line is metal conduit going directly to

roof; no blowers or other possible spark sources in line.

- high-vacuum gate valves close upon power failure; when power
is restored, they do not automatically reopen, since released
gases could then enter chamber and be ignited by ion gauge or
high vollnge breakdown.

- to protect against pump failure and against human error on
warmup, high-vacuum valves automatically seal off cryopumps
when chamber pressure goes over 150 |jm.

- warning notices posted on pump controls and gas handling
system.


